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Liability Exclusion
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�� ,QWURGXFWLRQ
1RWH�
%HFDXVH�RI�WKH�FRPSOH[LW\�RI�WKH�$6,&�$63&���LW�LV�XUJHQWO\�UHFRPPHQHG�WR�XVH�WKH�VRIWZDUH�SDFNDJH�RIIHUHG�
WKLV�ZLOO�DYRLG�HUURUV�LQ�$6,&�KDQGOLQJ���6XSSRUW�IRU�VRIWZDUH�JHQHUDWLRQ�DQG�VRIWZDUH�WHVWLQJ�EH\RQG
LQIRUPDWLRQ�RYHU�WKH�SKRQH�LV�QRW�SRVVLEOH�

���� ��*HQHUDO

For simple and fast digital data exchange between PLCs, Siemens offers to its users ASICs which, on the basis of
PROFIBUS EN 50170, support or completely process data traffic between the individual automation stations.

The 63&�(6iemens 3rofibus &ontroller) builds directly on Layer1 of the OSI model and requires an additional
microprocessor for implementing Layer 2 and Layer7.  Thus, all protocol types can be handled on the user side.

The SPC supports active and passive stations on the bus system, and filters out all outside messages and faulty user
messages.

In the 63&�, parts of Layer2 that execute the bus protocol are already integrated.  For the remaining functions of Layer2
(interface service, management), an additional microprocessor is needed.

The 63&�, through the integration of the complete PROFIBUS DP protocol, relieves the processor considerably, and
can be operated on the bus with 12Mbaud.

The 63&� makes the protocol types DP, FMS, and PA possible, and can be operated on the bus also with 12Mbaud.

The chips support the passive stations on the bus system, and filter out all outside messages, and faulty user messages.

However, in the field of automation, there are also simple devices such as switches, thermoelements, etc..  No
microprocessor is needed to record their states.

For a low cost adaptation of these devices, an additional ASIC is available, called /630� (Lean Siemens Profibus
Multiplexer)/630�.  Both ASICs process as slaves in the bus system.  A master addresses the ASICs via Layer2 of the
7-layer model.  After a faulty message was received, both autonomously generate the requested reply messages
(according to EN 50 170, Part 3).

With the communication chip $63&� (Advanced Serial PROFIBUS Controller), Layer1 and Layer2 is processed
completely by PROFIBUS EN 50170.  At the same time, the ASPC2 serves as a master for PROFIBUS DP and, via a
segment coupler, also for PROFIBUS PA (process automation).  All ASICs are available on the market, and can be
ordered from Siemens branches.

���� 0DUNHWLQJ�WKH�$63&��6RIWZDUH

For the ASIC ASPC2 as DP master, extensive software is available (approx. 64Kbyte).  Obtaining the software is bound
to a license contract.  The license fee is DM 30,000.00 for the object code, and DM 90,000.00 for the source code,
regardless of the number of units ordered.
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���� 6RIWZDUH�6WUXFWXUH

The figure below provides a short overview of the software of the master package.  A detailed description is provided in
the documentation $63&����6RIWZDUH.

������������ )LJXUH���������6RIWZDUH�6WUXFWXUH
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���� 2YHUYLHZ�RI�WKH�$6,&V
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���� $SSOLFDWLRQ�)LHOG�$63&�

The ASPC2 is the consistent continued development of the ASIC line for PROFIBUS.

With the communication chip ASPC2, Layer1 and Layer2 is processed entirely by PROFIBUS EN 50 170.  At the same
time, the ASPC2 serves as master for PROFIBUS DP, and, via a segment coupler, also for PROFIBUS PA.

This highly integrated controller chip is used in production engineering as well as in process engineering.

By using the ASPC2, the following are considerably relieved of tasks concerning communication processing:  PLCs,
PCs, drive controls, process control systems, up to operator interface systems.

To interface secondary devices  -such as controllers, final controlling elements, transducers, and distributed peripherals-
the PROFIBUS ASICs are used for slave appplications  (refer to Figure 1.4-1).

6SHFLDO�)HDWXUHV�RI�WKH�$63&��$6,&�
• PROFIBUS DP, PROFIBUS FMS, and PROFIBUS PA are supported with a single chip
• High net data throughput
• Support of DP communication for the fastest response time
• Complete token management and job processing
• Optimum interfacing to available processor types
• No general conditions imposed on the microprocessor with respect to time

������������ ,QWHUIDFH�WR�+RVW
• Processor Interface

8/16 bit can be set
Intel/Motorola byte ordering can be set

• User Interface
The ASPC2 can address 1 Mbyte externally as communication RAM

• Memory and microprocessor can be interfaced with the ASIC in the shared memory mode or in the dual port
memory mode

• In the shared memory mode, equivalent operation of several ASPC2 on one microprocessor is possible

������������ 6XSSRUWHG�6HUYLFHV
• Request-FDL-Status,
• Send Data with no Acknowledge (SDN) Broad/Multicast
• Send Data with Acknowledge (SDA)
• Send and Request Data with Reply (SRD)
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������������ %DXGUDWHV
• 9.6; 19.2; 45.45; 93.75; 187.5; 500, 750 kbit/s;
• 1.5; 3; 4; 6 and 12  Mbit/s
 
 5HVSRQVH�7LPH
 
• Short acknowledgement; for example, SDA starting at  1 msec (11 bit timing)
• Typical, for example SRD starting at  3 msec
 
 1XPEHU�RI�6WDWLRQV
 
• 126 active/passive, mixed as required
• 64 service access points and one default SAP
 
 7UDQVPLVVLRQ�3URFHGXUH�DFFRUGLQJ�WR
 
• PROFIBUS Standard EN 50 170 Volume 2
 
 $PELHQW�WHPSHUDWXUHV
 
• Operating temperature -40 oC  ... +  85 oC
• Storage temperature -65 oC  ... +150 oC
• Chip temperature in operation -40 oC  ... +125 oC
 
 &RQVWUXFWLYH�'HVLJQ
 
• P-MQFP 100 Case 14 x 20 mm2

or 17.2 x 23.2 mm2
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���� 1RWHV

������ $63&��5HYLVLRQ�&

This ASIC differs only little fom its predecessor so that, because of its advantages, it can directly replace Revision B,
provided the following points are noted:

�������� ;:5/�;:5+�0RGH
This mode can no longer be parameterized via Mode Register 1, but is set by connecting Pin 33.  The previous function
as test output is applied to Pin 35.

F Pin 33 is provided with an integrated pull-up resistor, so that if unconnected, as in the case of Revision B, the
XBHE/XWR mode is switched on after reset.

F When using the test mode, the pin change is to be taken into account.
F The bit in Mode Register 1 now has a different meaning.

�������� 5HVHW�,QSXW
This input is designed as CMOS Schmitt Trigger.  At reset, the RTS output becomes immediately inactive.

�������� &/.���,QSXW
This input is designed as CMOS Schmitt Trigger.  The pulse duty factor is distorted, and can now amount to 80/20 or
20/80.

�������� %XV�$FFHVV
The ASIC has a faster data transfer cycle time and, with a setting in Mode Register 2, can be operated in the quick
access mode.  With this, a further enhancement is attained.

�������� *XUDQWHHG�2SHUDWLQJ�5DQJH
Temperature Range -40  C to +85  C
DC Supply Voltage : +5V  ± 10 %

�������� 9HUVLRQ
The version can be read from the address 0BH.
F Revision B (value = 0), or Revision C (value = 1)

�������� /RFN�+DQGOLQJ
In the dual port memory mode, the user can set the lock handling of the ASPC2.

�������� (2,�,QDFWLYH�7LPH
The time between EOI and the next possible interrupt can be parameterized for1 µs, or 1 ms
(another time base applies to the monitor mode).

�������� 8VHU�7LPHU�,QWHUUXSW
With the delay timer, the user can implement a software timer that can be set to 2.1 sec, or
10 msec via Mode Register 2.
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��������� %ORFNHG�0RGH
With this setting, input data that is less than the FIFO size can be held back in the FIFO until the entire message is
received and was checked for correctness.  This function depends no longer on the DP mode setting, but on a setting in
Mode Register 2.

��������� ),)2�6L]H
The FIFO size can be set for 64 (as in Revision B), or 128 bytes in Mode Register 2.

��������� 7LPH�EHWZHHQ�7ZR�7RNHQV
In the pass token mode, there now is a wait of Tid1 between two successive token messages to itself.

��������� 123�5HTXHVW
Requests that are provided with this option are no longer sent (for example, FORCE PASS TOKEN  request).

��������� 'DWD�/HQJWK
If the L2 and L4 data length results in a value larger than 250D,  the request is confirmed directly with 8EH, without
sending a message.
If, at the slave, the received data length is less than the specified L4 length, the reply is now ‘RS’.

������ $63&��5HYLVLRQ�'

The current shipping version of the ASIC ASPC2 is Revision D.  For that reason, all values, tables, and documentation
is laid out for Revision D.
The ASPC2 Revision C can be directly replaced with Revision D.  However, a few points have to be noted.

�������� 9HUVLRQ
The version can be read from Address 0BH.
F Revision C (value = 1) or Revision D (value = 2)

�������� *$3�(UURU�LQ�WKH�'3�0RGH
Under certain circumstances the wrong GAP area is processed in the DP mode. This error has been removed in Revision
D.

�������� 'HDGORFN�(UURU�LI�+:�:LULQJ�LV�)DXOW\
If, through faulty HW wiring, the access of the ASPC2 to the request data block was prevented through ready delay
(approx. 15 µs at 12 Mbaud), a deadlock could occur in Revision C.  This deadlock has been removed in Revision D.

������ *HQHUDO�,QIRUPDWLRQ

�������� 'DLV\�&KDLQ
If several ASICs are chained with a daisy chain, all chips have to be supplied synchronously with the same clock pulse.

�������� ��%LW�$FFHVV
In the case of read accesses in the 8 bit mode, the output signal DTXR can remain on log. 1 if slow bus mode and dual
port memory mode is set.
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���� 2YHUYLHZ�RI�WKH�)/&�,QWHUIDFH

The ASPC2 is the 0$& (Medium Access Controller) that carries out the bus protocol of Layer 2.  The remaining
functions of Layer2 (interface service, management) are handled by the )/&�VRIWZDUH�(Field Link Controller).  The
FLC connects the user and the ASPC2 (MAC).

The 6\VWHP�&RQWURO�%ORFN��6&% (refer to Figure 1.7) is used as the interface between the ASPC2 and the FLC.  The
SCB has to be established completely by the FLC.  The FLC chains send requests in the UHTXHVW�OLVWV.  Then, the ASPC2
processes these requests, removes them from the request lists, and enters them, depending on parameter assignment,
either in the &21�,1'�OLVWV �KLJK�RU�ORZ�, or &21�6(3�RU�127�2.�OLVWV��KLJK�RU�ORZ�.  With interrupt, the FLC is
informed of each request that was processed (confirmation).
In the receive mode, the FLC makes up to ���VHUYLFH�DFFHVV�SRLQWV��6$3>�@�«�>��@� available to which the FLC loads
receive requests (response data), and the ASPC2 stores the request data.  An additional service access point is available
as GHIDXOW�6$3, if no DSAP address is specified in the call message.  After a receive request has been processed
successfully, it is removed from the corresponding 6$3�OLVW, and chained in the &21�,1'�OLVWV��KLJK�RU�ORZ��or ,1'
6(3�OLVWV��KLJK�RU�ORZ�.   Here also, the FLC is informed with an interrupt (indication).
Send and receive requests are made available in DSSOLFDWRQ�EORFNV.  These contain branching pointers, management
data, the UHTXHVW�KHDGHU�LQFOXGLQJ�/D\HU��GDWD, and the UHVSRQVH�KHDGHU���5HTXHVW and UHVSRQVH�GDWD is available in
separate buffers respectively.
The ASPC2 can address a 1Mbyte memory area directly.  In that case, it is in the master mode.  The handshake between
the ASPC2 and an external bus master (for example, processor) is based on the +2/';�+2/'$�VLJQDOV.  For
supporting dual port memory configurations, the ASPC2 has a bus arbiter which allocates the bus upon the request of an
external bus partner.  For parameter assignment and interrupt event handling, the ASPC2 is addressed by the processor
in the peripheral mode by writing to diverse ASPC2 registers, or reading them.  In addition, the processor has to make
one or  -in the case of CON/IND and error event handling-  two interrupt inputs available.

The bus access is a hybrid method, WRNHQ�SDVVLQJ.  Token management in the ASPC2 is completely autonomous.  Fault
modes and special operating modes are controlled by the chip.

A total of 127 stations, active, passive, or mixed as needed, can be connected to the bus.  The ASPC2 supports the
IROORZLQJ�VHUYLFHV:

m Request-FDL Status
m Send Data with no Acknowledge, SDN (Broadcast/Multicast)
m Send Data with Acknowledge, SDA
m Send and Request Data with Reply, SRD
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583�$3%

5HSO\�8S�
GDWH�%8)

req-next-blk-ptr
req-prev-blk-ptr

req-data-length
req-sa
all
req-fc

'()$8/7�6$3

res-next-blk-ptr
res-prev-blk-ptr

req-next-blk-ptr
req-prev-blk-ptr

req-data-length
req-sa
req-ssap
req-fc

res-next-blk-ptr
res-prev-blk-ptr

6$3

SUP Buffer

4H

8H

CH

10H

14H

18H

1CH

20H

24H

28H

7CH

88H

37CH

req-data0
req-data1
      .

req-data0
req-data1
      .

resp-data0
resp-data1
      .

lay4-data0
lay4-data1
      .

>�@

6$3 >��@

2AH

5HVHUYHG

)LJXUH���������6\VWHP�&RQWURO�%ORFN��6&%��RI�WKH�$63&���,QWHO�)RUPDW�
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���� )XQFWLRQ�2YHUYLHZ

The ASPC2 has a multiplexed bus interface (8/16 bit bus width) which can be set to Intel/Motorola.  In the master mode,
it becomes active itself, and transfers data from/to the memory (byte by byte, or word by word).  For the memory access,
1 to 5 wait states can be set.  In addition, the %XV�,QWHUIDFH�8QLW��%,8� can process asynchronously, with external
ready.  Furthermore, a fast bus mode is implemented (quick access mode).  The addressing space consists of 1Mbyte.  In
the shared memory mode, several ASPC2s can be interconnected via a daisy chain. To support dual port memory
configurations, the ASPC2 has a bus arbiter to which an external bus master can be connected (XREQ).  In the
peripheral mode, the ASPC2 is addressed by the processor directly via a little address window.  This mode is used for
parameter assignment and interrupt event handling.

In the SDUDPHWHU�UHJLVWHU�ILOH, and in the PRGH�UHJLVWHUV, protocol-specific parameters are to be transferred by the
processor after switch-on (diverse idle timing, station addresses, baudrate, etc.).  In the VWDWXV�UHJLVWHU, the 0$&�VWDWXV
can be polled any time.

In the LQWHUUXSW�FRQWUROOHU, various events are entered (such as error events, 0$&�VWDWHV� etc.).  These events can be
enabled individually via a mask register.  The acknowledgement is made via the acknowledge register.  The ASPC2 has
two innterrupt outputs:  one for the confirmation/indication message only, and the other for error events.

The 7RNHQ�5RWDWRQ�7LPHU controls the token cycle time.  The user parameterizes the token target rotation time (TTR),
and is a multiple of 256 x tBit.

The ),)2��������%\WH� is used as temporary buffer for the receive and send messages.  It is controlled in the half
duplex mode, and behaves according to the transfer direction in the SER bus.  The ASIC transfers data between UART
and FIFO, and the BIU between FIFO and the external memory.  The SYS bus is obtained only if the content of the
FIFO exceeds the quarter-full threshold, or undershoots the quarter-empty threshold.  Thus, the data will be transferred
only package by package.

In the /$6�5$0������[���ELWV�, the list of the active stations is stored.  Each active station has to carry this list in order
to ensure faultless token traffic.  In addition, the call sequence bits are stored in the LAS RAM for each bus station (
they prevent message loss or message duplication).

In the 8$57, the parallel data stream is converted into a serial data stream, and vice versa.  The transmission procedure
is asynchronous with startbit, 8 data bits, parity bit, and stop bit.  The baudrate has to be parameterized at initialization.
Baudrates in the range of from 9.6 kBd to 12MBd are permissible (refer to Table 4.2-1).

The LGOH�WLPHU checks the idle phase (binary ‘1’) directly on the bus line, the Syn time that is necessary prior to a call for
clear synchronization of the receivers.  At the passive and the active station without a token, this timer is loaded with
TSYN.  At the active station with token, TID1 or TID2 is loaded, depending on the transmission service.

The V\QL�WLPHU monitors the transmission medium.  If there is no receiver synchronization within the time TSYNI, there
is a continuous malfunction.  In this case, the MAC returns to the QRW�KROG�WRNHQ�PRGH, and generates an error interrupt.

The VORW�WLPHU monitors  -at the active station with token after a call or token passing-  whether the receiving station
responds within the specified time TSLOP, or shows activity.  If the timer expires, a repetition or a new message cycle is
initiated.  In the case of passive or active stations without token, the time TSLOT is used as count interval for the
timeout timer.

The WLPHRXW�WLPHU monitors the bus activity of the active and passive stations.  The TTIMEOUT is a multiple of the
TSLOT in dependence on the station address.  If the SER bus is idle during this time, there is a token loss which triggers
(re)initialization at the active station.
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���� $GGUHVV�$VVLJQPHQW�IRU�WKH�3HULSKHUDO�0RGH�,QWHUIDFH

For parameter assignment and event handling, the processor has to address the ASPC2 in the peripheral mode.  For this,
a small address window of 64 bytes is available (refer to Table 1.9-1).  An ASPC2 register is selected only if the ‘XCS
signal’ and the corresponding offset address is applied.
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+LJK�$� ��;%+( �� /RZ�$� ��;%+( ��

6WDWXV�5(* ������

0RGH�5(*�����

7DEOH���������$63&��,QWHUQDO�5HJLVWHUV

7RNHQ�5RWDWLRQ�7LPHU��5HJLVWHU��
The setpoint rotation time is parameterized (TTR).  For system initialization, the token holding time (TTHOLD)
can be read out.

,QWHUUXSW�&RQWUROOHU�5HJLVWHU�
The meaning of these registers will be explained in Chapter 4.3.

6WDWXV�5HJLVWHU�
The meaning of this register is described in Chapter 4.2.1.4.

/$6�5HJLVWHU�
Via this register, the processor can read out the LAS RAM.  Each access increments the internally generated
LAS RAM address (Chapter 4.7).
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0RGH�5HJLVWHU�
The mode registers 0, 1, and 2 are used for parameterizing individual bits.  The meaning is described in
Chapter 4.2.1.

6&%�%$6(�+:�/:
The 20/32 bit address of the system control block is parameterized (Chapter  4.2.1).

6ORW�7LPHU�5HJLVWHU
The wait for receive time TDL is parameterized (Chapter 4.2.1).

,GOH�7LPHU�5HJLVWHU
The follwing timing is parameterized (Chapter 4.2.1):
- TID1 (valid after acknowledgement, response, or token messages)
- TID2 (valid after a call message that is not acknowledged)
- TRDY (ready time, valid prior to sending a reply message)

%DXGUDWH�5HJLVWHU
The scaling factor is parameterized (Chapter  4.2.1).

76�$GGUHVV�5HJLVWHU
The station address is parameterized (Chapter  4.2.1).

*8'�5HJLVWHU
The GAP updating time TGUD is parameterized (Chapter 4.2.1).

7RNHQ�(UURU�/LPLW�5HJLVWHU
The number of unvalidated token messages per 256 token rotations is parameterized, before the ASPC2
enters the OLVWHQ�WRNHQ�PRGH (Chapter 4.2.1).

6$3�0$;�5HJLVWHU
The highest SAP list number generated in the SCB is parameterized (Chapter 4.2.1).

/$<��+OHQ�5HJLVWHU
Two different Layer4 header lengths are parameterized (Chapter 4.2.1).

748,�5HJLVWHU
The modulator fading time TQUI is parameterized (Chapter 4.2.1).  In addition, the delay time between
XENBUF and XREQRDY is set (Chapter 4.1.2).

+6$�5HJLVWHU
The highest active address is parameterized (Chapter  4.2.1).

5HVSRQVH�(UURU�/LPLW�5HJLVWHU
The number of faulty response messages is parameterized, according to which double token is assumed
(Chapter  4.2.1).

5HVHUYHG�5HJLVWHU
In the reserved register, the early setting of RTS for TxD is parameterized (Chapter  4.2.1).

5HWU\�5HJLVWHU
The number of message and token repetitions is parameterized (Chapter  4.2.1).

:DLW�6WDWHV�5HJLVWHU
The wait states for each 256K memory segment are parameterized (Chapter  4.2.1).

'HOD\�7LPHU
The meaning of this timer is described in Chapter 4.5.
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����� 3LQ�'HVFULSWLRQ

The ASPC2 has an R-PQFP G100 pin case with the following signals:

���,QSXWV�

6LJQDO�1DPH 4XDQWLW\ )XQFWLRQ 6RXUFH

&/.
5(6(7

;&6

5['

�
�

�

�

&ORFN�,QSXW����0+]�
+DUGZDUH�5HVHW

&KLS�6HOHFW

6HULDO�UHFHLYH�FKDQQHO

6\VWHP�6XSSRUW
&38��3RUW

6\VWHP�6XSSRUW

56�����5HFHLYHU

;5'< � $V\QFKURQRXV�5HDG\ 6\VWHP�6XSSRUW
;�+2/'$,1 � +ROG�$FNQRZOHGJH�,Q &38�RU�SUHYLRXV�$03OXV
;5(4 � %XV�5HTXHVW�IURP�H[W��PDVWHU 6\VWHP�6XSSRUW

;&76 � &OHDU�WR�6HQG )6.�0RGHP

;%��%�� � 6\VWHP�EXV�FRQILJXUDWLRQ 6ROG��-XPSHU

;,17�027 � 6\VWHP�EXV�FRQILJXUDWLRQ 6ROG��-XPSHU

�&026�6FKPLWW�7ULJJHU�,QSXW

;:5/�02'( � ��&����,QWHUIDFH��;:5+��;:5/ 6ROG��-XPSHU

���&026�LQSXW�ZLWK�LQWHJUDWHG�SXOO�XS
���&026�LQSXW�ZLWK�LQWHJUDWHG�SXOO�GRZQ

7DEOH����������,QSXW�3LQV�RI�WKH�$63&����ZLWKRXW�WHVW�LQSXWV�

���2XWSXWV

&38�RU�,QWHU��&RQWU�

6\VWHP�6XSSRUW

56�����6HQGHU

56�����6HQGHU
0HPRU\���6\VWHP�6XSSRUW

&38

6LJQDO�1DPH 4XDQWLW\ )XQFWLRQ 'HVWLQDWLRQ

;�,17�&,

'7�;5

7['

576
$%�����

+2/'

�

�

�

�
��

�

,QWHUUXSW�&RQILUPDWLRQ�,QGLFDWLRQ

'DWD�7UDQVPLW�5HFHLYH

6HULDO�VHQG�FKDQQHO

5HTXHVW�WR�6HQG
$GGUHVV�%XV

+2/'�5HTXHVW��7ULVWDWH�2XWSXW

&38�RU�,QWHU��&RQWU�;�,17�(9(17 � ,QWHUUXSW�(YHQW�5HJLVWHU

6\VWHP�6XSSRUW',$���� �� 'LDJQRVWLF�3RUW

6\VWHP�6XSSRUW

&38�RU�6\VWHP�6XSSRUW

;(1%8)

;5(45'<

�

�

(QDEOH�RI�H[W��EXIIHUV�DW�;�5(4

5HDG\�IRU�H[W��EXV�PDVWHU

1H[W��$03OXV;�+2/'$287 � +ROG�$FNQRZOHGJH�2XW

6\VWHP�6XSSRUW

/HG

;&/.�

;+72.

�

�

��0+]�&ORFN

+ROG�7RNHQ�,QGLFDWLRQ

7DEOH����������2XWSXW�3LQV�RI�WKH�$63&�
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���%LGLUHFWLRQDO�6LJQDOV�

&38��0HPRU\��6\V��6XSSRUW

6LJQDO
1DPH

4XDQWLW\ )XQFWLRQ 6RXUFH�'HVWLQDWLRQ

$%���� � $GGUHVV�%XV

&38��0HPRU\'%����� �� 'DWD�%XV
&38��0HPRU\;%+( � %\WH�+LJK�(QDEOH
&38��0HPRU\;5' � 5HDG
&38��0HPRU\;:5 � :ULWH

�77/�LQSXW�ZLWK�LQWHJUDWHG�SXOO�XS

7DEOH����������%LGLUHFWLRQDO�3LQV�RI�WKH�$63&�

Other Signals : VDD Pins 10
VSS Pins 17
Test Pins 2

Total: Inputs: 11
Outputs:35
Bidirect.: 25
Other: 29

      
All Pins:           100
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����� 3LQ�$VVLJQPHQW

The ASPC2 has a 100 pin P-MQFP EIAJ case:

01: XRD T 26: XREQ T 51: AB11 76: DIA5
02: DT/XR 27: XREQRDY 52: AB10 77: VSS
03: VSS2 28: XENBUF 53: VSS 78: DIA4
04: VDD3 29: VSS2 54: VDD3 79: DIA3
05: XBHE/XWRH TPU 30: XINT/MOT CPD 55: AB9 80: VSS2
06: HOLD 31: XTEST0 C 56: AB8 81: DIA2
07: DB7 TPU 32: XTEST1 C 57: AB7 82: DIA1
08: DB6 TPU 33: XWRL_MODE CPU 58: AB6 83: DIA0
09: VDD 34: XCTS C 59: VDD 84: X/INT-EV
10: VSS 35: DIA9 60: VSS 85: X/INT-CI
11: DB5 TPU 36: XB8/B16 CPU 61: AB5 T 86: RTS
12: DB4 TPU 37: XWR/XWRL T 62: AB4 T 87: TXD
13: DB3 TPU 38: AB19 63: AB3 T 88: DB15 TPU
14: DB2 TPU 39: AB18 64: AB2 T 89: DB14 TPU
15: VDD 40: VDD 65: VDD 90: VDD
16: VSS 41: VSS 66: VSS 91: VSS
17: VSS3 42: AB17 67: VSS3 92: VSS3
18: DB1 TPU 43: AB16 68: AB1 T 93: DB13 TPU
19: DB0 TPU 44: AB15 69: AB0 T 94: DB12 TPU
20: X/HOLDAOUT 45: AB14 70: XCLK2 95: DB11 TPU
21: X/HOLDAIN T 46: VSS 71: CLK CS 96: DB10 TPU
22: RESET CS 47: VDD 72: XHTOK 97: VSS
23: RXD C 48: VSS2 73: DIA8 98: VDD
24: XRDY T 49: AB13 74: DIA7 99: DB9 TPU
25: XCS T 50: AB12 75: DIA6 100: DB8 TPU

������������� 7DEOH����������3LQ�$VVLJQPHQW

VDD:    Output pads and internals cells
VDD3: Input pads
VSS: Output pads
VSS2: Internal cells
VSS3: Input pads
T: TTL level
TPU: TTL level with pull-up
C: CMOS input
CPU: CMOS input with pull-up
CPD: CMOS input with pull down
CS: CMOS Schmitt Trigger input
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����� +RXVLQJ��3�04)3����

)LJXUH����������0HFKDQLFV

P-MOFP100 Case

30

B

A

C    D

H
G

F

ME

A 23.20 + -  0.25  mm
B 20.00 + -  0.20  mm
C 14.00 + -  0.20  mm
D 17.20 + -  0.25  mm
E   2.70 + -  0.20  mm
F   0.88 + -  0.15  mm
G   0.65  mm
H   0.30 +  - 0.08 mm
L   0.25 mm min
M   0.16 mm typ

L

1

80 51
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����� 1RWHV�RQ�3URFHVVLQJ

Always, (*%�SURWHFWLYH�VWHSV have to be taken regarding all electronic components.

The ASPC2 is a FUDFNLQJ�VHQVLWLYH�GHYLFH that has to be handled accordingly.

����� 2UGHU�1XPEHUV

The ASPC2 can be ordered locally from your Siemens contact person.  Please use the following order numbers,
dependent on the number of units:

ASIC ASPC 2 6ES7 195-0AA02-0XA0 Small Pack 5
(Revision D) 6ES7 195-0AA12-0XA0 Single Tray 66

6ES7 195-0AA22-0XA0 Tray Box 660
6ES7 195-0AA32-0XA0 7 Tray Box 4620
6ES7 195-0AA42-0XA0 15 Tray Box 9900
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�� )/&�,QWHUIDFH

���� 6\VWHP�&RQWURO�%ORFN

The system control block SCB (refer to Figure 2.1.1-1) is the interface between the ASPC2 and the FLC.

The following lists are chained in the SCB:

m Background Message High List (BMH)
m Background Message Low List (BML)
m Confirmation Indication High List (CON-IND-HIGH)

or separate Indication High List (IND-SEP-HIGH)
m Confirmation Indication Low List (CON-IND-LOW)

or separate Indication Low List (IND-SEP-LOW)
m Separate Confirmation High List (CON-SEP-HIGH)
m Separate Confirmation Low List (CON-SEP-LOW)
m NOT-OKAY High List (NOT-OK-HIGH)
m NOT-OKAY Low List (NOT-OK-LOW)

m DEFAULT SAP List, SAP Lists (SAP[0..63])
 

Each request is entered in an application block (REQ APB) (refer to Chapter  2.2.1).  Several such REQ APBs together
make up a chained list, also called queue (refer to Chapter 2.3.1).

������ 5HTXHVW�/LVWV��%0+��%0/�

The ASPC2 manages the following background message lists (BMH, BML) in which the FLC enters send requests.  The
ASPC2 processes the BMH list (high priority) and the BML list (low priority).  For each new request selection, the
ASPC2 always goes first to the list with the highest priority;  if it is empty, it branches to the next, lower priority etc..
Regardless of the token holding time, at least one high priority request is processed per token rotation.  The two request
priorities of PROFIBUS are mapped onto the background lists BMH and BML.

All high priority requests are confirmed in a high priority confirmation list (CON-IND-/CON-SEP-/NOT- OK-HIGH),
and all low priority requests in a low priority confirmatrion list (CON-IND-/CON-SEP-/ NOT-OK-LOW) (see below).
The priority is not determined from the entry in the corresponding request lists, but from the coding of the PRIO bit in
Opcode 7..0 of the application block (refer to Chapter 2.3.1).  The GAP messages are attached only to the BML.
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next-blk-ptr
prev-blk-ptrReserved

next-blk-ptr
prev-blk-ptr5HVHUYHG

next-blk-ptr
prev-blk-ptr

&21-,1'-+,*+
(,1'-6(3-+,*+)

next-blk-ptr
prev-blk-ptr

&21-,1'-/2:
(,1'-6(3-/2:)

ind-next-blk-ptr
ind-prev-blk-ptr
rup-next-blk-ptr
rup-prev-blk-ptr

'()$8/7-6$3

ind-next-blk-ptr
ind-prev-blk-ptr
rup-next-blk-ptr
rup-prev-blk-ptr

6$3 � - 6�

Master-Watchdog

All-1 = 11111111; All-2 = xxxx0000;

Figure 2.1.1-1:  SCB of the ASPC2

next-blk-ptr
prev-blk-ptr(&21-6(3-+,*+)

next-blk-ptr
prev-blk-ptr(&21-6(3-/2:)

next-blk-ptr
prev-blk-ptr(127-2.-+,*+)

next-blk-ptr
prev-blk-ptr(127-2.-/2:)

req-buf-length
req-sa
req-ssap
req-fc

(0 bis 246)
(All-1; 01111111; 0xxxxxxx; 1xxxxxxx)
(All-1; 00xxxxxx)
(SAP-Lock,RS/UE,RR,All-2/xxxx)

req-buf-length
req-sa
req-ssap
req-fc

(0 bis 244)
(All-1; 01111111; 0xxxxxxx; 1xxxxxxx)
(All-1; 00xxxxxx)
(SAP-Lock,RS/UE,RR,All-2/xxxx)

+04H

+08H

+14H

+18H

+7CH

+88H

next-blk-ptr
prev-blk-ptr%0-+,*+

next-blk-ptr
prev-blk-ptr%0-/2:

+20H

+10H

+24H

+1CH

+0CH

+2AH

+28H

5HVHUYHG
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The ASPC2 now processes successively the REQ APBs from the request lists.  It fetches the request message from the
request segment of the application block, and sends it to the remote station.  If the response is faultless, it enters  -if
needed-  the response data and the status in the response segment of the application block.  If the remote station does not
respond, or if its response was received faulty, the ASPC2 generates a repetition if needed, etc.  If the last repetition is
unsuccessful also, the request will be confirmed with ‘NA (No Access)’.

If “SEP LIST = 0” (Mode Register 0), the ASPC2 removes a request that was processed (REQ APB) from the
corresponding request list and enters it in the CON IND HIGH or CON IND LOW (refer to Chapter 2.3.1).  In addition,
it generates an interrupt for the FLC for the executed FRQILUPDWLRQ��,17�&,�.  If “SEP LIST = 1” is set,  the ASPC2
enters the faultless send requests in the CON SEP HIGH/LOW, and the faulty requests (for example “NA”) in the NOT
OK HIGH/LOW with the associated HYHQW�LQWHUUXSWV��,17�(9��&21�6(3�/,67 or 127�2.�/,67 (refer to Chapter
 4.3).
If the respective request lists are empty, the ASPC2 sets “REQ EMPTY = 1” in Mode Register 1. It now does not access
the request lists until the FLC has chained a new REQ APB in the lists. Each time the FLC chaines an REQ APB in the
request lists, it has to set “REQ EMPTY = 0” in Mode Register 1.  All request lists can be locked at the ASPC2.  If
“LOCK REQUEST = 1” is set in Mode Register 1, no requests will be sent.  The ASPC2 immediately passes the token.

The SCB is only an anchor for the BMH and BML.  The µQH[W�EORFN�SRLQWHU��QH[W�EON�SWU��points to the first REQ
APB of the list (refer to Chapter 2.3.1).  If there is no REQ APB in the list, the ‘next blk ptr” points to itself.

������������ :DWFKGRJ�IRU�0DVWHU�0RQLWRULQJ
A watchdog function is located on the 28.H word of the SCB which monitors the master.  When a new request is
executed, the ASPC2 decrements this cell.  When the value ‘0000H’ is reached, no more requests are processed, and
“REQ EMPTY = 1” is set.  In this case, however, the counter stops in the SCB on ‘0001H’.  The user has to load this
cell cyclically to a start value, which has to be < ‘FF7FH’, however.  If the value is higher (>= ‘FF7FH’), the watchdog
is turned off.

������ &21�,1'�+,*+��&21�,1'�/2:�RU�,1'�6(3�+,*+��,1'�6(3�/2:

If “SEP LIST = 0”, all processed applications blocks get into the confirmation-indication lists, the high prioity APBs in
the CON IND HIGH, and the low priority APBs in the CON IND LOW.  REQ APBs from the request lists are entered
as FRQILUPDWLRQ, and IND APBs and RUP APBs from the SAP lists (refer to Chapter 2.1.5) as LQGLFDWRQ (refer to
Chapter 2.2.1).  Each entry is signalled to the FLC with an interrupt (,17�&,) (refer to Chapter 4.3).

In the mode “SEP LIST = 1”, these lists represent pure indication lists.  Here, the ASPC2 enters only the processed IND
APBs and RUP APBs of the SAP lists.  Each entry is signalled to the FLC by interrupt (,17�&,).

Here also, the SCB is used only as an anchor for CON IND HIGH/LOW or IND SEP HIGH/LOW.  The ‘next blk ptr’
points to the first APB in the list.  If there is no APB in the list, it points to itself.

������ &21�6(3�+,*+��&21�6(3�/2:

These lists have a meaning only for “SEP LIST = 1” or collect requests.  If “SEP LIST = 1”, all faultlessly executed
send requests are entered in these lists (confirmation); that is, all REQ APBs that were acknowledged positive by the
remote station, or the blocks that don’t require acknowledgement (SDN).
Each entry is signalled to the FLC with the event interrupt &21�6(3�/,67 (refer to Chapter
4.3).  In the case of FROOHFW�UHTXHVW, marked in the opcode field of the REQ APB (refer to Chapter 2.2.1), all send
requests associated with the collect service are entered in the CON SEP HIGH/LOW.
Here also, the SCB is used only as an anchor for CON SEP HIGH/LOW.  The ‘next blk ptr’ points to the first REQ
APB in the list.  If there is no REQ APB in the list, it points to itself.
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������ 127�2.�+,*+��127�2.�/2:

These lists have only one meaning in the case of “SEP LIST = 1” and repeat requests.  All request blocks that the remote
station acknowledges negative or not at all are stored in these lists by the ASPC2 (refer to Chapter 2.2.1).  Each entry is
signalled to the FLC with the event interrupt 127�2.�/,67 (refer to Chapter 4.3).
Here also, the SCB is used only as an anchor for NOT OK HIGH/LOW.  The ‘next blk ptr’ points to the first REQ APB
in the list.  If there is no REQ APB in the list, it points to itself.

������ 6$3�/LVWV��60�6$3��'()$8/7�6$3��6$3�>�����@�

In the FLC, a data transmission service is processed via a VHUYLFH�DFFHVV�SRLQW��6$3�.  If “FULL SAP = 0”, there are up
to 64 SAPs 6$3�>�����@ at each station at the same time (refer to Mode Register 0).  For reasons of message efficiency,
the transmission of SAPs can be omitted; then, the data transmission services have to be processed via the GHIDXOW�6$3.
The stations can communicate with each other via any SAP.
Each service access point (DEFAULT SAP, SAP [0..63] has two separate lists where the FLC makes receive resources
(indication application blocks, IND APBs)  available in the one list, and reply update application blocks (RUP APBs) in
the other (refer to Figure 2.1.5-1).  The ASPC2 enters the receive messages in the IND APB list, and fetches the
response data from the RUP APB list.

next-blk-ptr
prev-blk-ptr

org-data

resp-ptr
resp-length
resp-status

req-ptr
req-length
etc.

,1'�$3%��

5(4�%8)

5HSO\�8S�
GDWH�%8)

ind-next-blk-ptr
ind-prev-blk-ptr

req-data-length
req-sa
req-ssap
req-fc

rup-next-blk-ptr
rup-prev-blk-ptr

req-data0
req-data1
      .

resp-data0
resp-data1
      .

next-blk-ptr
prev-blk-ptr

org-data

resp-ptr
resp-length
resp-status

req-ptr
req-length
 (multiple
Counter)

next-blk-ptr
prev-blk-ptr

org-data

resp-ptr
resp-length
resp-status

req-ptr
req-length
etc.

5(4�%8)

5HSO\�8S�
GDWH�%8)

req-data0
req-data1
      .

resp-data0
resp-data1
      .

next-blk-ptr
prev-blk-ptr

org-data

resp-ptr
resp-length
resp-status

req-ptr
req-length
etc.

6$3�>;@

6LQJOH�583�$3%

,1'�$3%��

6LQJOH�583�$3%

Layer4-Data Layer4-Data

������������ )LJXUH�����������6$3�6WUXFWXUH�$63&�

In the RUP APB list, for example, several single reply update buffers can be chained one after the other via one Single
RUP APB respectively.
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If the ASPC2 receives a request message, first “MAC Lock Flag = 1” under “Type = indication” is set in the first IND
APB of the list (refer to Table 2.1.5-1).  In addition, “resp length, resp status = 0” is loaded.  If there is a reply update
buffer at an SRD, the ASPC2 sets “MAC Locked = 1” and “Type = Indication” in the opcode field of the first RUP APB
of the list.  Then, the request message is transferred to the IND APB, and the reply update buffer is transmitted.  If there
is no RUP APB, it responds with ‘SC’ after the request message was cleared.  If a reply update buffer was transmitted,
the ASPC2 copies, in the case of a valid indication (after the faultless receipt of a new call message header), ‘resp ptr’,
resp length, and resp status’ from the RUP APB to the IND APB.  In the case of a single RUP APB, “MAC Locked = 0”
, “Inv.Indication Flag = 0” is then set in the opcode, and the block is entered in the CON IND list (according to the
priority of the request message).  Then, “MAC Locked = 0”, “Inv.Indication Flag = 0” , “Reply Flag/Indication Mode
Data = 0” is set in the opcode of the IND APB, the PRIO bit is assigned according to the request priority, the block is
chained in the CON IND list, and the CON IND interrupt is triggered.  In the case of an indication, the difference
between a RUP APB and an IND APB in the opcode (Bit(3), can be recognized.  In the case of a RUP APB, the ASPC2
does not reset this flag (reply flag).  However, the FLC had to set “Reply Flag = 1”  when making it available.  In the
case of the IND APB, the ASPC2 clears this bit position (indication mode data flag).

IND-APB
Opcode = Opcode..

Single RUP-APB
Opcode = Opcode..

MAC-Locked set
(Receive)

or 82H or 82H

MAC-Locked reset
(Indication)

Ind.     and 66H
(or PRIO-High)

and 6FH
(no PRIO)

Ind. invalid
(Inv.Ind.Flag = 0)

    and 7CH
(stays in SAP)

    and 7DH
(stays in SAP)

Ind. invalid
(Inv.Ind.Flag = 1)

    and 76H
(after CON-IND)

    and 7FH
(after CON-IND)

������������ 7DEOH�����������2SFRGH�+DQGOLQJ

If the indication is invalid, the ASPC2 sets “MAC Locked = 0” and “Type = 00B” in the opcode of both application
blocks if  “Inv.Indication Flag = 0”, whereby the blocks remain chained in the SAP list.  If  “Inv.Indication Flag =1” is
set,  “MAC Locked = 0” is set in both blocks; at the IND APB “Reply Flag/Indication Mode Data = 0” is set; then, first
the RUP APB and after that the IND APB, or an APB of either is chained in the low priority CON IND list, and the
CON IND interrupt is generated.

So that not all SAP lists have to be set up in the SCB, the highest SAP list number is parameterized for the ASPC2 (SAP
MAX, refer to Chapter 4.2.1).  If the ASPC2 receives a message to an SAP that is not available, it responds with 1R
6HUYLFH�$FWLYDWHG (SD1 response).  In each SAP list, the FLC can store validation data about the following:

m Request buffer length (req-buf-length)
m Request station (req-sa)
m Request service access point (req-ssap)
m Request service (req-fc)

This data is valid for all receive messages to the respective SAP.  Thus, among other things, private connections can be
implemented between 2 stations. If not only certain request stations, request SAPs, and request transmission services are
to be allowed, the FLC has to enter the coding “all” in the corresponding fields.

When receiving a request message (call), the ASPC2 validates the corresponding message header characters with the
values assigned to it from the SAP list.  The following responses are possible:
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 req-buf-length: This value specifies  the length of the request buffer in the SAP list. If the Layer2 net
data length of the request message is larger than the available buffer length, the
ASPC2 rejects this message with 1R�5HVRXUFH (SD1 response).

 
 req-sa: If the FLC preassigns "All-1 = FFH" to this field, this validation is omitted. With the

coding "req-sa = 7FH", the SAP can be deactivated.  The ASPC2 rejects all request
messages to this SAP and responds with 1R� 6HUYLFH� $FWLYDWHG. Otherwise, it
compares the SA field of the request message with the preselected req-sa.  If they
are not the same, it rejects the message and responds with 1R�6HUYLFH�$FWLYDWHG�. It
is to be noted that at the receipt of a remote SAP, the 8th bit (address extension bit) of
the req-sa has to have been set to log. ‘1‘, or of a remote default SAP to log.'0' . In
the SM SAP lists, the setting always has to be on log.'0' .

 
 req-ssap: If this field is preassigned "All-1 = FFH", validation is omitted.  Otherwise, the ASPC2

compares the SSAP field of the request message with the  preselected req-ssap.  If
they are not the same, it also responds with 1R�6HUYLFH�$FWLYDWHG�. It is to be noted
that in all SAP lists, the 2 upper bits of the req-ssap are set to log.'0'. For validation of
a certain remote station under default SAP,  'All-1 = FFH" is to be entered in this field.
The validation Default SAP of any station is not possible.

 
 req-fc: This is a tripartite field. The access value is on the lower 4 bits req-fc(3..0). If "req-

fc(3..0) = 0H (All-2)" is preassigned, validation is omitted. Otherwise, the ASPC 2
validates the function code from the FC field (FC3..0) of the request message with the
preassigned req-fc(3..0) . If there is no hit, the ASPC 2 responds with 1R� 6HUYLFH
$FWLYDWHG.

 Via the most significant bit, the FLC can temporarily lock the SAP (req-fc(7) = 1, SAP
locked). The ASPC2 then rejects all request messages, and responds with 8VHU�(UURU
(SD1 response).

 req-fc(6) is always to be set to 0.
 The ASPC2 uses the remaining bits as event indication if a request message had to

be rejected for the reasons mentioned above. The ASPC2 sets the corresponding bit
to log.'1'. After evaluation, the FLC has to reset the bit to log.'0'.  The individual bits
have the following meaning:

 
 RR = No Ressource (see below)

UE = User Error
RS = No Service Activated

 

6$3

ORFNHG

$FFHVV�9DOXH

����

(YHQW�,QG

558(
56�

��

5HV
5
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 Service  Access3..0   Service  Access3..0
 All  0H    8H
 SDN-Low  1H   SRD-Low  9H
 SDN-High  2H   SRD-High  AH
 SDN-Low/High  3H   SRD-Low/High  BH
     

 -  4H    
 SDA-Low  5H    
 SDA-High  6H    
 SDA-Low/High  7H    

������������ 7DEOH�����������&RGLQJ�$FFHVV�9DOXH

Note:  SAP validation takes place according to the following sequence:

m > SAP-MAX: resp-status RS

m req-sa: resp-status RS

m req-ssap: resp-status RS

m SAP-locked: resp-status UE

m req-fc: resp-status RS

m no Ind Resource: resp-status RR

m L4+L2 data < parameterized L4: resp-status RS

m req-buf-length: resp-status RR

Here also, the SCB is used as anchor for the DEFAULT SAP list and SAP [0..63]  lists.  The ‘next blk ptr’ points to the
first application block of the list.  If the list is empty, it points to itself.

,PSRUWDQW���7KH�EDVLF�DGGUHVV�RI�WKH�6&%�KDV�WR�EH�ZRUG�DOLJQHG��EHFDXVH�WKH�$63&��FDQ�RQO\
SHUIRUP�ZRUG�WUDQVIHUV�WR�HYHQ�DGGUHVVHV�
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���� 6WUXFWXUH�RI�WKH�$SSOLFDWLRQ�%ORFN

������ $SSSOLFDWLRQ�%ORFN

The structure of the application blocks (APB) for the request and the SAP lists is identical (refer to Figure 2.2.1-1).
In the application blocks of the request lists (REQ-APB), the FLC preprocesses the request message, and the ASPC2
stores the response message. In the case of the application blocks of the SAP lists (IND APB, RUP APB), it is exactly
the other way around.

The following data packages are included in the application block:

m Chaining pointer
m Management data
m Request header
m Request buffer (Request Net Data)
m Response header
m Response buffer (Response Net Data)

next-blk-ptr
prev-blk-ptr

&KDLQLQJ
3RLQWHUV

opcode
subsytem
id-ptr

0DQDJHPHQW
'DWD

req-buf-ptr-lw
req-buf-ptr-hw
req-data-length
rem-adr
loc-adr
fc
rem-sap
loc-sap
layer4-data [0..32]

5HTXHVW�+HDGHU

resp-buf-ptr-lw
resp-buf-ptr-hw
resp-buf/data-length
resp-status

5HVSRQVH
+HDGHU

+ 00H
+ 02H

+ 04H
+ 05H
+ 06H

+ 08H
+ 0AH
+ 0CH
+ 0DH

+ 0EH
+ 10H
+ 12H
+ 13H
+ 14H
+ 15H
+ 16H
+ 17H
+ 18H

5(4�%8)

5(63�%8)

req-
net
data

resp-
net
data

$3%

������������ )LJXUH�����������6WUXFWXUH�RI�WKH�$SSOLFDWLRQ�%ORFN

&KDLQLQJ�3RLQWHUV�
The chaining pointers are used for setting up the list (refer to Chapter 2.3.1).

0DQDJHPHQW�'DWD�
The management data characterizes the APB.  It contains the following information:

 opcode: This field specifies the momentary association of the APBs (for example, being

processed by the MAC). When being rechained in the confirmation-indication

lists, the ASPC2 enters the corresponding ID for confirmation or indication in the

opcode, and sets the priority bit.
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 PRIO: Confirmation: Is not changed by the ASPC 2.

 Indication: Is set by the ASPC 2 in accordance with the 

priority of the request message.

 Type: 10 = Request

11 = Confirmation

01 = Indication

 Collect(1..0): In the case of the Collect service, several requests are bound together as a unit,

and in addition, the function Force Pass Token is coded (refer to Chapter 3.2.2).

All requests are entered in the CON-SEP lists, but only  at the last request of a

Collect service, the CON-SEP-LIST interrupt is generated.  The encoding of the

collect requests is shown in the table below:

 
 Collect (1..0)  Collect Request  Entry  in

Con-SEP List
 CON-SEP-LIST

Interrupt
 Force-Pass-Token

 0  0  no  No (if SEP-
List=0)

 no (if
SEP-List=0)

 no

 1  1  Yes, first-
penultimate

 Yes  (Type: 10B)
 no (Type: 00B)

 no  no

 0  1  Yes, last  Yes  (Type: 10B)
 no (Type: 00B)

 Yes  no

 1  0  Yes, last  Yes (Type: 10B)
 no (Type: 00B)

 Yes  Yes

 

 

 Indication Mode Data: This flag has to be set in the IND-APB if there is to be no indication during empty

polling. At the indication, the ASPC 2 resets this flag.

 0 = All request messages that were received faultlessly are indicated.

1 = The empty polling check is made only in the case of SDA and SRD without

RUP-APB in the SAP list. There is an indication only if data was transmitted in

the call message.

 Reply Flag: The FLC has to set this flag in the RUP APB. At the indication, the ASPC2 resets

this flag.

 0 = No RUP APB

 1 = RUP APB

 Invalid Indication Flag: In the case of the SAP resources, the user can have the ASPC2 remove a

locked IND-APB or RUP-APB ("MAC-Locked = 1") from the SAP lists after the

indication (invalid or valid).

 0 = If there is a valid indication, the IND/RUP-APB is put in the corresponding

CON-IND list.

If there is an invalid indication, the IND/RUP-APB remains in the corresponding

SAP list.

1 = If there is a valid indication,  the IND/RUP-APB is put in the corresponding

CON-IND list. The ASPC2 resets the invalid indication flag.

 

MAC-
Locked

Typ
PRIO01

Collect
(1)LAY4-Head-Len

01
Inv. Ind.
Flag

Collect
(0)
Ind.Mo.
Data
Reply-
Flag

Opcode

7 0

 Collect (1..0)  Collect-Auftrag  Eintrag in
Con-SEP-Liste

 CON-SEP-LIST-
Interrupt

 Force-Pass-Token

 0  0  nein  nein(bei
SEP-List=0)

 nein (bei
SEP-List=0)

 nein

 1  1  ja, erste- vorletzte  ja (Typ: 10B)
 nein (Typ: 00B)

 nein  nein

 0  1  ja, letzte  ja (Typ: 10B)
 nein (Typ: 00B)

 ja  nein

 1  0  ja, letzte  ja (Typ: 10B)
 nein (Typ: 00B)

 ja  ja
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If there is an invalid indication of an IND-APB,  the ASPC 2 chaines the IND-APB

in the low priority CON-IND list. The invalid indication flag remains set.

 

 LAY4 Head Len: Is not changed by the ASPC 2 !

00 = No Layer4 data in the request header

01 = Layer4 data consists of 2 bytes

10 = Layer4 data consists of the par. length

        (L4-Hl13..0: 32 bytes max.)

11 = Layer4 data consists of par. length

        (L4-Hl23..0: 32 bytes max.)

If a responder receives a request message with a shorther data length than its

parameterized Layer4 data length, this message is rejected with  1R�6HUYLFH

$FWLYDWHG.

 MAC Locked: 0 = Not being processed by the ASPC 2 (MAC).

1 = Being processed by the ASPC 2 (MAC) .

 subsystem: The ASPC2 does not touch the 8Bit field.

 id-ptr: The ASPC2 does not touch the 16Bit field.

5HTXHVW�+HDGHU�
In the request header, all important message header characters and branching to the request buffer is stored.
It conatins in detail:

 req-buf-ptr-lw/hw: This 20/32 bit pointer points to the request buffer.  The pointer represents a

linear or segment offset address (refer to XLIN/SEGOFF in Mode Register 0) ,

and is always to be made available by the FLC.  The value req-length in the SAP

lists  specifies the length of the request buffer (refer to Chapter 2.1).

 req-data-length: This value specifies the length of the net data entered in the request buffer (0 to

244 bytes with SAP expansion; 0 to 246 bytes for SM SAPs or default SAPs).

 rem-addr: Is the station address of the remote station. Overall, 127 stations (Address 0 to

126) can be connected to the bus. Station address 127 is used as

broadcast/multicast address, with  which all/several stations are addressed. ,I

WKHUH� LV�D� UHPRWH�6$3�H[WHQVLRQ�� WKH�H[WHQVLRQ�ELW� LQ� UHP�DGGU�KDV� WR�EH

VHW�WR��ORJ�
�
���WK�ELW��06%��

 The remote station that is to carry on data traffic with the respective service

access point of the local station can be specified in the SAP lists under req-sa

(refer to Chapter 2.1).�In the IND-APB, the ASPC 2 writes the received SA field

to this cell  (with or without extension bit).

 loc-addr: Is the address of the local station. This value is not to be specified in the REQ-

APB. The ASPC 2 generates this field from the parameterized station address

(TS-ADDR-REG). For this, the following functions are defined in the loc-adr  field

of the des REQ-APBs:
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01

don’t care

234567

resp_buf_
exec

Extension
Bit

req_buf_
exec res_

_
res_

 Extension Bit: A local SAP extension follows.

 resp_buf_exec: Response data pointer has already been read once (the

ASPC2 generates it, refer to Chapter 3.2.2).

 res: 0 is to be entered in these bits.

 

In the IND-APB, ther ASPC 2 writes the received DA field to this cell (with or

without extension bit).

 

 fc: This value specifies  the function code of the request message.  The following

codes are possible:

 

 

Send Data with Acknowledge low
Send Data with no Acknowledge low
Send Data with Acknowledge high
Send Data with no Acknowledge high
Request FDL Status with Reply
Send and Request Data low
Send and Request Data high

NOP**)

Function Code

00xy0011B
00xy0100B
00xy0101B
00xy0110B
00xy1001B
00xy1100B
00xy1101B

1---1---B

x => W RCONS,
y => RDCONS

xy =   Consistency Control
         at the m aster

**)   The NOP request does not appear on the SER-BUS. It is used for
      controlling local events (such as force pass token).

 

 In IND-APB, the ASPC 2 enters the received FC field (without FCB/FCV) in fc.

The ’WRCONS’ set by the user is saved. In the SAP lists, the request call service

can be specified under req-fc; with it, the respective service access point of the

local station may be addressed (refer to Chapter 2.1).
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 rem-sap: Is the SAP  of the remote station. This field is valid only if the extension bit is set

in rem-addr.

 In the IND-APB,  the ASPC 2 writes the received SSAP field to this cell.  In the

case of a default SAP, ’FFH’ is entered here.

 In the field req-ssap of the  SAP lists, the SAP of the remote station may be

specified with which the respective SAP of the local station would like to carry on

data traffic. (refer to Chapter 2.1).

 loc-sap: Specifies the service access point of the local station. This field is valid only if the

extension bit is set in loc-addr.

 In the IND-APB,  the ASPC 2 writes the received DSAP field to this cell. In the

case of a default SAP, ’FFH’ is entered here.

 layer4 data[0..31]: The length of the Layer4 data can be parameterized specific to the application.

Overall, there are three different possibilities: in addition to the fixed length of 2

bytes, two different lengths up to 32 bytes can be parameterized for the ASPC2

(L4-HL13..0, L4-Hl23..0; refer LAY4-HLen-REG, Chapter  4.2.1). The length is

selected separately for each REQ-APB and IND-APB in the opcode field "LAY4

Head-Len".

5HTXHVW�%XIIHU�
The request buffer is removed from the application block, and contains the net data of the request message.

5HVSRQVH�+HDGHU�
In the response header, the response status and branching to the response buffer is stored.  Meaning:

 resp-buf-ptr-lw/hw: This 20/32 bit pointer points to the remotely located response buffer. The pointer

represents a linear or segment offset address (refer to XLIN/SEGOFF in Mode

Register 0),  and is always to be made available by the FLC.

 resp-buf/data-length: In the REQ-APB, the FLC enters here the length of the response buffer. At

confirmation, the ASPC2 overwrites this value with the length of the entered net

data in the response buffer (0 to 246 bytes).

 In the RUP-APB,  the FLC specifies in this cell the length of the net data entered

in the response buffer (0 to 246 bytes). If ’resp-buf/data length = 0’, no response

data is available.

 resp-status: In this field, the responder status is stored. In the case of the RUP-APB,  the FLC

has to make the status available if there is response data. The following codes

are permissible:

’OK’ ACKnowledgement pos.
(generates SC, however
"DL’ Response FDL/FMA1/2-Data low
(& Send Data OK)
’DH’ Response FDL/FMA1/2-Data high
(& Send Data OK)

Function Code

00000000B

00001000B

00001010B

 At confirmation, the ASPC2 enters the resp-status in the REQ APB. The table

below shows the permissible codes. In the mode "SEP-LIST = 1", the REQ-APBs

with "resp-status  = ACKnowledgement positive, Response FDL/FMA1/2-Data
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low/high, Short character" are chained in the CON-SEP-HIGH/LOW,  and the

remaining ones  in  NOT-OK-HIGH/LOW. In addition, the resp-status shows

whether there was a repetition. If there was a repetition, the 6th bit position is

log.’1’; otherwise log.’0’.

 

’OK’ ACKnowledgement positive
’UE’ SAP locked
’RR’ No Resource for Send Data
’RS’ No Service activated

’DL’ Response FDL/FMA1/2-Data low
(& Send Data OK)
’DH’ Response FDL/FMA1/2-Data high
(& Send Data OK)
’SOK’ Short charakter
’NA’ no Access
’NADT’ Double Token detect
’NAB’ Response Buffer too small

’NAINVRL’ Invalid Request Length

Function resp-status

xyxx0000B
xyxx0001B
xyxx0010B
xyxx0011B

xyxx1000B
xyxx1010B
1y000000B
1y011111B
1y101111B
1y111111B
1y001111B
10001110B

y = 0 → No repetition

y = 1 → Repetiton

x-xx = StationType

passive
Ready for the logic ring
ative

Function StationType (x-xx)

0-00B
0-10B
0-11B

The ASPC2 takes the resp-status from the received FC field.  In addition to the function code, it
includes the station type of the remote station (x-xx).  The station type includes the codings mentioned
above:

5HVSRQVH�%XIIHU�
The response buffers is removed from the RUP-APB, and contains the pure net data of the response message.
,PSRUWDQW: All basic addresses of the application blocks, request buffers, and response buffers have to be word-aligned,
because the ASPC2 can only execute word transfers to even addresses!
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���� 6WUXFWXUH�RI�WKH�/LVWV

������ 5HTXHVW�DQG�6$3�/LVWV

The structure of the request and SAP lists is identical (refer to Figure 2.3.1-1).  A list consists of one or several
application blocks (APBs) which are chained in a type of queue in the list.  The first entry gets to the head of the queue,
the next one is chained to it, etc.  The FLC can chain additional blocks into the list any time.  However, it has to take
note that the ASPC2 is not accessing the corresponding list at this time.  For this, “BUS LOCK = 1” is to be set during
chaining time in the Mode Register (refer to Chapter  4.2.1).  As long as ‘BUS LOCK’ is active, the ASPC2 will not
access locked areas.

next-blk-ptr%0+

prev-blk-ptr

next-blk-ptr

prev-blk-ptr

$3%��6&%

next-blk-ptr&21�,1'�+,*+

prev-blk-ptr

next-blk-ptr

prev-blk-ptr

$3%��

next-blk-ptr

prev-blk-ptr

$3%��

next-blk-ptr

prev-blk-ptr

$3%��

Unchain from BMH: next-blk-ptr (BMH) = next-blk-ptr (APB-2)
prev-blk-ptr (APB-3) = prev-blk-ptr (APB-2)

Chain in CON-IND-HIGH: next-blk-ptr (APB-2) = next-blk-ptr (APB-1)
prev-blk-ptr (APB-2) = prev-blk-ptr (CON-IND-HIGH)
next-blk-ptr (APB-1) = APB-2-BASE-ADR
prev-blk-ptr (CON-IND-HIGH) = APB-2-BASE-ADR

������������ )LJXUH�����������/LVW�6WUXFWXUH��5HFKDLQLQJ
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The lists are set up via double chaining the APBs.  The 
QH[W�EORFN�SRLQWHU��QH[W�EON�SWU�
 points to the next APB, and
the�
SUHYLRXV�EORFN�SRLQWHU��SUHY�EON�SWU�
 points to the previous APB in the list. %RWK�SRLQWHUV�FRQVLVW�RI����ELWV
DQG�DUH�DQ�RIIVHW�WR�WKH�OLQHDU�6&%�%$6(�DGGUHVV�����%LW��LI��;/,1�2))� �����RU�WR�WKH��6HJPHQW�6&%�%DVH
DGGUHVV�����ELWV��LI��;/,1�6(*� ����ZDV�SDUDPHWHUL]HG�   The base address of the APBs is to be entered
respectively at the pointers.  The SCB is used only as an anchor for the lists in that the ’next-blk-ptr’ points to the first
and the ’prev-blk-ptr’ points to the last APB  in the list.  If the list is empty, ’next- and prev-blk-ptr’ point to themselves
respectively..
This double chaining has the advantage that the FLC can remove entered blocks relatively easily.
In the case of a confirmation, the ASPC2 removes the processed APB from the BMH, for example (refer to Figure
2.3.1-1), and attaches it to the CON-IND-HIGH.  For unchaining, two pointers are to be reloaded, and for chaining 4
pointers.  In the case of an indication, the sequence is identical.
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���� $63&��352),%86�6HUYLFHV

������ 6HQG�'DWD�ZLWK�1R�$FNQRZOHGJH��6'1�

This service permits the FLC of an active station to send data to a single remote station, to several (multicast) or
simultaneously to all remote stations (broadcast).  The FLC receives a confirmation regarding the completion of the
transmission, but not regarding the correct receipt of the data.  At the remote station, the indication is made after the
faultless receipt of the message (INT-CI); faulty messages are filtered.  If the FLC did not make a corresponding SAP or
application block available, there is no indication, and in the req-fc of the corresponding SAP list, the responsible event
bit is set (refer to Chapter 2.1).  This also happens in the case of stations that don’t accept the multicast.

 Indication List: Depending on request priority, in the CON-IND-HIGH/LOW.
      Confirmation-Status:      'OK'

������ 6HQG�'DWD�ZLWK�$FNQRZOHGJH��6'$�

With this service, the FLC of an active station can send data to a single remote station.  The remote station confirms the
faultless receipt of the data with a short acknowledgement.  The acknowledgement will be negative if the FLC of the
remote station did not make a corresponding SAP or IND APB available.  If there is an error in transmission, the
ASPC2 of the local station repeats the call message (refer to Chapter 2.2.1).  The number of repetitions (Retry M3..0) is
parameterized in the retry register (refer to Chapter  4.2.1).  After the last unsuccessful retry, it enters ‘NA’ in the
responder status (refer to Chapter 2.2.1).  The local station receives a confirmation after the faultless receipt of the
acknowledgement, or after the last retry.  At the remote station, the indication is carried out with the next new call
message.

  Indication List: Depending on request priority, in the CON-IND-HIGH/LOW.

 Confirmation Status: ’SOK’, ’UE’, ’RR’, ’RS’, ’NA’, ’NADT’

������ 6HQG�DQG�5HTXHVW�'DWD�ZLWK�5HSO\��65'�

This service permits the FLC of an active station to send data to a single remote station, and at the same time request
data from it which the FLC of the remote station made available beforehand.  The service also permits a local station to
request data from a remote station without sending data to it.

The local station either receives the requested data, or an indication (short acknoweldgement) that the data was not
available, or an indication (negative acknowledgement) that the FLC of the remote station has made no corresponding
SAP or IND APB available.  If there is a transmission error, the call is repeated (refer to  Chapter 2.2.1).  The FLC of
the local station receives a confirmation after the faultless receipt of the response, or after the last repetition.
At the remote station, the indication is carried out with the next new call message.

 Indication List: Depending on the request priority, in the CON-IND-HIGH/LOW.

 Confirmation Status: ’SOK’, ’DL’, ’DH’, ’UE’, ’RR’, ’RS’, ’NA’, ’NADT’, ’NAB’

Note:  The ASPC2 itself does not send SD3 messages, but is able to receive them.

������ 5HTXHVW�)'/�6WDWXV�ZLWK�5HSO\

This service is available to the user for establishing the life list.  The life list is a current list of all stations that can be
reached on the bus at the moment.  The FLC has to address all station addresses with this service, and store the response
status in the life list.  There is no repetition regarding this service.
If there is no response or a faulty response, the ASPC2 enters ‘NA’ in the response status (refer to Capter 2.2.1).  If the
station is present, it responds with OK, including its station type (passive, ready for the logic ring, active).  The ASPC2
confirms the receipt of the response to the FLC with an interrupt (confirmation).

 Indication List: No indication

 Confirmation Status: ’OK’, ’NA’, ’NADT’
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�� %XV�$FFHVV�3URWRFRO

���� 7RNHQ�0DQDJHPHQW

Regarding the ASPC2, it is a controlled bus access with a hybrid access method:  decentrally according to the principle
of WRNHQ�SDVVLQJ, and subordinated centrally according to the PDVWHU�VODYH principle.  The access control is in each
active station.  The passive stations are neutral regarding the bus access; that is, they are not performing any autonomous
send activity, but only on request.
Communication is always initiated by the active station which receives the token.  The token is passed from active
station to active station in a numerically ascending station address sequence with the token message (refer to Figure 3.1-
1).  The station with the highest address then passes the token to the station with the lowest address to close the logical
token ring.  Each active station knows its predecessor (PS, from which it receives the token) and its successor (NS, to
which it passes the token).  The PS and NS addresses are determined autonomously by each station for the first time
after the operating parameters are initialized, and later updated dynamically.

1 3 5 9

2 4 6 7

Act. Station

Pass. Station

)LJXUH���������/RJLFDO�7RNHQ�5LQJ

The ASIC has control over the following fault modes and special operating modes:

• Token loss
• Multiple token
• Error at token passing
• Multiple assignment of station addresses
• Station with defective sender/receiver
• Adding and removing stations during operation

If an active station receives the token, measuring of the token rotation time starts.  At the next token transfer, time
measuring ends for the expired cycle with the result of the actual token rotation time TRR (real rotation time).  At the
same time, measuring of the following rotation time starts.
To adhere to a system response time that is necessary because of the application area, the token setpoint rotation time
TTR (target rotation time) of the token in the logical ring has to be assigned (refer to Chapter 4.2.1).  Each active station
(ASPC2) can, regardless of the TRR, always process RQH high-priority message sequence per token receipt.  To process
additional high priority or low priority message cycles, the TRR has to be less than the TTR (available token holding
time) at processing time.
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���� /D\HU���6HWWLQJ

������ 352),%86�0RGH

In Mode Register 0, Layer2 is set with ‘RES’.

RES = 0 -  PROFIBUS Layer2
-  The GAP area ends at the HSA   
-  If ‘req-sa validation’ or ‘req-ssap validation’ is invalid, the ASPC2 responds with
   ‘No service activated (RS)’.

������ 352),%86�'3�6XSSRUW

To better support the DP master, the ASPC2 is equipped with a few additional functions.

�������� 123�5HTXHVW
NOP requests are local services that don’t appear on the SER BUS.  The user utilizes these services to synchronize his
SW in references to the status of the repeat list.  The ASPC2 confirms the NOP request immediately with ‘OK’.  The
repeat behavior is the same as that for the productive services.  However, the field 'resp-status-exp(3..0) = OK' has to be
set.

For the REQ APB, the NOP request is encoded in the field ‘fc’ on the 7th and 3rd bit position with a ‘log. 1’ (refer to
Chapter 2.2.1).  An example of a NOP request is the force pass token instruction which is encoded in the opcode.  This
REQ APB causes the MAC to pass the token immediately whithout transmitting this request on the SER BUS.

�������� '3�0RGH�3DUDPHWHUL]DWLRQ

���������������� 0LQ�6ODYH�,QWHUYDO��*$3�5HTXHVW

Instead of the Target Token Rotation Time, the Min Slave Interval is monitored in the DP mode.  For this, the token
rotation timer is used.  After receiving the token message, the ASPC2 checks whether the Min Salve Interval has
expired.  It it hasn’t, the token is passed.  This continues until the token rotation timer has reached the parameterized
Min Slave Interval (here: TTR: Target Rotation Time).  Then, the Min Slave Interval is restarted by the token rotation
timer being cleared.  The maximum permissible value for the Min Slave Interval is ‘ TTR = FF7EH’.

Then, the ASPC2 first sends a GAP request.  The normal GAP sequence is switched off in this case.  This ensures that in
the FKHFN�WRNHQ�SDVV�SKDVH of the predecessor (monitoring of bus activity), no TSLOT is expiring.  If, after that, there is
an access to consistent data areas at the master, the timeout is always monitored at all other bus stations.  The access
time to consistent data blocks has to be shorter than the shortest timeout (6 x TSLOT).  After the GAP message, the
ASPC2 then processes the first request.

�������� &RQVLVWHQF\�6XSSRUW�IRU�WKH�0DVWHU
Depending on the FIFO size (64/128 bytes, refer to Mode Register 2), the ASPC2 can support a Layer2 data consistency
up to 58/122 bytes.  For this, ‘Blocked Mode = 1’ is to be parameterized in Mode Register 2.

When sending (master), it fetches the net data with a lock cycle to the internal FIFO.  For the shared memory mode, a
lock cycle is a hold sequence, and in the dual port memory mode, an ASPC2 lock sequence.  The send process starts
only if the ASPC2 has received access to the Layer2 data (at least 1Byte/Word entered in FIFO).
At receipt, the ASPC2 holds the net data until the entire message was received faultlessly.  Then, in a lock cycle, all data
is transferred to the external memory.  For larger data packages than the specified consistency length, it transfers the net
data as soon as the FIFO threshold (quarter full) is exceeded.
The ASPC2 has no consistency support for Layer4 data!
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So that the ASPC2 can transfer consistent data (122 bytes max.) directly to/from an external mapping memory,  it makes
two outputs ‘RDCONS/WRCONS’ available to support an external consistency control unit.  These signals are activated
by the ASPC2 when the Layer2 data is fetched from the memory (RDCONS) or written (WRCONS).  So that the user
can mix consistent and non-consistent APBs, the control signals in the FC field of the APB are activated:

01

FC3..0

234567

WRCONS5(4�$3%
IF�

FC7 RDCONSdon’t
care

01

don’t care

234567

don’t care583�$3%
IF�

RDCONS

01

FC3..0

234567

WRCONS,1'�$3%
IF�

FC7 ResFC6

RDCONS: If the bit =1, Pin DIA0 (Pin 83) is switched to log. ‘1’ during the transfer from the
buffer to the ASPC2 FIFO of the request/response L2 data associated with this
REQ/RUP APB.  The signal is activated prior to the first address output to this area,
and deactivated after the last access.  If this sequence is interrupted in the dual memory
mode by an external access XREQ, the signals remains activated!

WRCONS: If the bit =1, Pin DIA1 (Pin 82) is switched to log. ‘1’ during the transfer from the
ASPC2 FIFO to the buffer of the request/response L2 data associated with this
REQ/IND APB.  The signal is activated prior to the first address output to this area,
and deactivated after the last access.  If this sequence is interrupted in the dual memory
mode by an external access XREQ, the signals remains activated!

RES The res bit is to be set to 0.

So that ‘RDCONS’ and ‘WRCONS’ can be wired to the pins mentioned above, “DEBUG MODE = 00B or 10B” has to
be parameterized (refer to Chapter  5.1).  Consistency support is independent of Layer parameter assignment.

The timing RDCONS, WRCONS in reference to the subsequent bus access is described in Chapter  7.5.2.1).
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�� )XQFWLRQ�RI�WKH�,QGLYLGXDO�%ORFNV

���� 3URFHVVRU�%XV�,QWHUIDFH

������ %XV�,QWHUIDFH�WKDW�FDQ�EH�6HW

The ASPC2 has a 8/16 bit interface that can be set.  The setting is made via Pin XB8/B16 (XB8/B16 = 0 Chapter 8 Bit
Bus Interface; XB8/B16 = 1 Chapter 16 Bit Bus Interface).  The input is provided with an internal pull-up resistor.  If
unwired, a 16 bit interface is set.
Via Pin XINT/MOT, it can be operated in the Intel bus format as well as in the Motorola bus format.  The input is
provided with an internal pull-down resistor.  If unwired, an Intel bus format is set.  In the 8Bit Intel mode, only the
lower data bus byte is connected (DB7..9).  The higher data bus byte is wired permanently to Input, and is provided with
internal pull-up resistors (refer to Figure 4.1.1-1).  The pin XBHE is also on Input and does not have to be wired
because it is terminated with an internal pull-up resistor.

ASPC 2

Shared Memory

ADB/XBHE

DB7..0

ADB/XBHE DB7..0

SCB

DB15..8

HOLD

X/HOLDAIN

Intel-Processor

ADB/XBHE

DB7..0

HOLD

X/HOLDA

DB15..8DB15..8

XINT/MOT

ASPC 2

Shared Memory

ADB/XBHE

DB7..0

ADB/XBHE DB7..0

SC

DB15..8

HOLD

X/HOLDAIN

Motorola-Processor

ADB/XBHE

DB7..0

HOLD

X/HOLDA

DB15..0DB15..8

XINT/MOT
’VDD’

A0 = 0A0 = 1

A0 =A0 =

)LJXUH�����������&RQQHFWLRQ�,QWHO�0RWRUROD�3URFHVVRU

When using Motorola processors, XINT/MOD has to be applied to ‘VDD’.  The ASPC2 is to be connected in the 16Bit
mode as in the Intel Mode (refer to Figure 4.1.1-1).  The XBHE signal is to be generated externally from the Motorola
control signals.  The following convention is to be adhered to:
In the 8Bit Motorola mode, only the higher data bus byte is used (DB15..7).  The lower data bus byte is permanently
wired to Input, and provided with internal pull-up resistors.  Pin XBHE is also on Input, and does not have to be wired.
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Access Type for
Motorola XBHE A0

higher Byte 1 0
lower Byte 0 1
Word 0 0

In the case of Motorola, all byte positions within a word are exchanged for processor accesses to the ASPC2 (refer to
figure 4.1.1-2).  The same applies to the structure of the SCB and the application blocks.  However, it does not apply to
the Layer4 data in the application block, and the remotely located  response data blocks.  The FLC sets up these data
areas as byte arrays.  When accessing these areas (DATACCESS=1), the ASPC2 exchanges the higher with the lower
byte of an aligned data word.  Figure 4.1.1-2 shows the access mechanisms.
$WWHQWLRQ��7KH�)/&�KDV�WR�VWRUH�WKH�ORQJ�ZRUG�DGGUHVV�SRLQWHUV��IRU�H[DPSOH��UHVS�EXI�SWU�OZ�KZ�
ZRUG�H[FKDQJHG�LQ�WKH�DSSOLFDWLRQ�EORFNV�

Lower  ByteHigher ByteIntel
Register/
Memory A0=0A0=1

Lower ByteHigher ByteASPC 2
Register

DatByte 0DataByte 1Intel
Register/
Memory A0=0A0=1

ASPC 2
Register

DataByte 0DataByte 1

3DUDPHWHUL]DWLRQ
�0HPRU\�$FFHVV�WR�3RLQWHU

0HPRU\�$FFHVV�WR�'DWD�$UHD
�E\WH�RUJDQL]HG�

Word Access Intel Mode

Lower ByteHigher ByteIntel
Register/
Memory A0=0A0=1

Higher Byte

ASPC 2
Register

DataByte 0DataByte 1Intel
Register/
Memory A0=0A0=1

ASPC 2
Register

'$7$&&(66 � '$7$&&(66 �

Byte Access Intel Mode

Lower Byte A0=0

A0=12nd Access

1st Access

DataByte 1

DataByte 0 A0=0

A0=12nd Access

1st Access

Lower ByteHigher ByteMotorola
Register/
Memory A0=1A0=0

Lower ByteHigher ByteASPC 2
Register

DataByte 1DataByte 0Motorola-
Register/
Memory A0=1A0=0

ASPC 2
Register

DataByte 0DataByte 1

Word Access Motorola Mode

Lower ByteHigher ByteMotorola-
Register/
Memory A0=1A0=0

Lower Byte

ASPC 2
Register

DataByte 1DataByte 0Motorola
Register/
Memory A0=1A0=0

ASPC 2-
Register

'$7$&&(66 � '$7$&&(66 �

Byte Access Motorola Mode

Higher Byte A0=0

A0=1 1st Access

2nd Access

DataByte 1

DataByte 0 A0=0

A0=1 2nd  Access

1st  Access

015

015

015

015

015 01

07

815

07

815

015

015

015

015

015 015

815

07

07

815

)LJXUH�����������$FFHVV�0HFKDQLVPV�LQ�WKH�,QWHO�0RWRUROD�0RGH

All ASPC2 accesses to the external memory are word accesses.  In the 8Bit mode, these word accesses are
dissolved into two successive byte accesses.  The sequence of the byte accesses is designated with 1st and
2nd access in Figure 4.1.1-2.
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�������� ;:5/�;:5+�0RGH
To save external hardware in the case of 80C185 applications, the two pins XWR (Pin 37) and XBHE (Pin 5) can be
reparameterized to XWRL (Pin 37) and XWRH (Pin 5) (XWRL/XWRH mode).  They are switched via Pin 33 (XWRL
MODE).  This input is provided with an integrated pull-up.   If there is no wiring, the XBHE/XWR mode sets itself.
This ensures compatibility with Revision A/B versions (here, the test output NTREE is on this pin).

XWRL_MODE = ’0’: XWRL/XWRH mode switched on

XWRL_MODE = ’1’: XBHE/XWR mode switched on

������ 0DVWHU�0RGH

�������� 6<6�%XV�$FFHVV
The ASPC2 has a multiplexed bus interface with a parameterizable 8/16Bit data bus width, and can directly address a
1Mbyte memory area.  However, the SCB and the application blocks have to be located within any 64k segment;  the
data blocks, on the other hand, may be distributed in the 1Mbyte area.
The ASPC2 can process with 20 bit linear as well as with 32 bit segment/offset address pointers (setting in Mode
Register 0: XLIN/SEGOFF).
In the linear mode, the SCB base address consists of a 20 bit address that the user parameterizes for the ASPC2 in the
SCB BASE LW/HW register (refer to Chapter 4.2.1).  Internally, it processes with 16 bit offset addresses (for example,
application block pointers).  In the case of accesses to the SCB and the application blocks, the physical 20 bit addresses
is calculated from the linear addition of the SCB base address and the offset address.  In the case of accesses to the
request and response data blocks, the base address is switched in the ASPC2 to the 20 bit buffer base address that was
fetched from the application block.  The memory access is peformed word by word to even memory addresses.
In the SEGOFF mode, the SCB base address is defined via a 16 bit segment address and a 16 bit offset address.  All
near pointers to the application blocks are 16 bit offset addresses in reference to the 16 bit SCB segment address; that is,
the SCB and all application blocks have to be located within the same segment.  For addressing, the offset pointer is
loaded to a 16bit Alu register.  Adding up  the additional offset (for example, within the SCB or the application block) is
not to cause an overflow.  The data buffers are addressed via 32bit far pointers (segment/offset).  The memory access is
carried out word by word to even memory addresses.

The bus interface unit (BIU) processes with half the system clock pulse rate (24 MHz in the case of 48MHz system
clock pulse), either synchronously  -with the possibility to insert 1 to 5 wait states via an internal wait state generator-  or
asynchronously, through the additional synchronization of an external Ready signal (XRDY) (refer to Chapter 4.2.1:
Mode Register 0).  The wait states can be set separately for each 256kByte memory segment (refer to Chapter 4.2.1).
The XRDY delay is not to reach just any size; otherwise, there may be a FIFO

overrun/underrun. �,Q�WKH�FDVH�RI�D�WUDQVPLVVLRQ�UDWH�RI����0%G��WKH�$63&��KDV�WR�JHW�DQ�DFFHVV�WR�WKH�H[WHUQDO
PHPRU\�RQ�WKH�DYHUDJH�HYHU\�����µV�ZKHQ�IHWFKLQJ�WKH�/D\HU����GDWD.  With 1 wait state being parameterized, the
ASPC2/Revision C/D needs external RAM with an DFFHVV�WLPH�RI���QV.  The write/read cycle time for a data word
(Layer 2 and 4) is at 167ns for this setting.  The exact timing diagrams are shown in Chapter 7.5.2.1).

�������� 4XLFN�$FFHVV�0RGH
In Revision C/D, a faster bus mode is implemented in addition, the ‘Quick Access Mode’ (refer to Mode Register 2).  In
this mode, all external write and read operations (organizational data, message header data, Layer2 to Layer 4 data)are
accelerated by a 24 MHz clock pulse.  However, this is possible only by compressing the bus timing.  In the case of read
operations, the DT/XR signal gets the phase position as the XRD signal.  This results in a bus cycle time at data transfer
(Layer 2 and 4) of 125ns (1 WS parameterized).  With this setting, the ASPCs needs external RAMs with an DFFHVV�WLPH
RI���QV.  However, in the case of this access time, the external RAMs have to be always selected, otherwise, even faster
RAMs have to be used.  For each additional wait state, this time increases by 41.6ns.  In Chapter 7.5.2.1, the
corresponding timing diagrams are shown.
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�������� 6KDUHG�0HPRU\

ASPC 2

Shared Memory

ADB/XBHE

DB

ADB/XBHE DB

SCB

SB

SB

X/HOLDAOUT

HOLD*

X/HOLDAIN

ASPC 2

ADB/XBHE

DB

SB

X/HOLDAOUT

HOLD*

X/HOLDAIN

Processor

ADB/XBHE

DB

SB

HOLD

X/HOLDA

Gnd 2.2k

* Tristate Output

)LJXUH�������������0DVWHU�0RGH��6KDUHG�0HPRU\

By parameterizing “XSHMEM/DPMEM = 0” (Mode Register 0), communication between the FLC (processor) and the
ASPC2 is carried out via a shared memory where the SCB and all lists are stored (refer to Figure 4.1.2.3-1).  The
ASPC2 accesses this memory in the master mode.  For this, the SYS bus has to be obtained.  For this handshake, the
signals HOLD-X/HOLDA are used, whereby the polarity of X/HOLDA can be parameterized in Mode Register 0.  After
the HW reset, X/HOLDA is high active.  With “HOLD=active”, the ASPC2 requests the SYS bus and waits until the
processor assigns it with “X/HOLDA=active”.  Then, the ASPC2 switches its SYS bus drivers from Tristate to Active,
and starts with the memory accesses.  7KLV�KROG�SKDVH�FDQ¶W�EH�LQWHUUXSWHG�IURP�WKH�RXWVLGH.  After having finished,
the ASPC2 switches the drivers back to Tristate, and sets “HOLD=inactive”.  The processor then seizes the initiative
again and acknowledges with “X/HOLDA=inactive (refer to Chapter 7.5.2.1).
Several ASPC2  can be wired to a SYS bus via a daisy chain.  As an additonal output, the signal X/HOLDAOUT is
available.  With it, the series-connected ASPC2 is granted bus access if the processor reads out X/HOLDA, and the
preceding ASPC2s have not requested the bus.  The priority in the chain is fixed; the first has the highest, and the last
the lowest priority.  All HOLD outputs are to be connected together via a wired Or-line, and are to be terminated with a
pull- down resistor.
When the application blocks are chained/unchained in/from the lists, the processor has to prevent the ASPC2 from
accessing the lists.  For this, “BUS LOCK=1” is to be set in Mode Register 1.  During this time, the bus does not attempt
to obtain the SYS bus.  However, the BUS LOCK time is not to become randomly long, otherwise there may be a FIFO
overrun/underrun.  In Chapter 7, different timing for the load on the processor interface is specified.
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�������� 'XDO�3RUW�0HPRU\
In the case of HW environments whose processors have no hold function, or applications that don’t want to halt the
processor, this shared memory has to be laid out as a dual port memory. For this, “XSHMEM/DPMEM = 1”is to be
parameterized.  For support, the ASPC2 provides an integrated bus arbiter.  Via this bus arbiter, an external bus master
(processor) receives the access to the SYS bus (refer to Figure 4.1.2.4.1).  For each processor access to the ASPC2 or
the dual port memory, an external bus request has to be made to the ASPC2.  For this, the XREQ pin has to be switched
active low.  At bus allocation, the ASPC2 first switches the output XENBUF active, via which the external data- and
address bus drivers are switched through to the SYS bus, and then the output XREQRDY, via which the external signal
bus driver (read or write signal) is enabled, and the XRDY signal is passed to the processor.The exact timing of bus
allocation is shown in Chapter  7.5.2.1 (timing diagrams).  The time between XENBUF active and XREQRDY active
can be parameterized either to 1 clock cycle (T48) or 3 clock cycles (T48) via “QREQRDY” (TQUI register).
&DVFDGLQJ�VHYHUDO�$63&��EORFNV�LV�QRW�SRVVLEOH�LQ�WKLV�PRGH�

In the shared memory mode, the processor (XREQ) can’t interrupt the hold sequence.  In the dual port memory mode,
this is possible.  The ASPC2 interrupts its accesses to the dual port memory  under the following conditions:

ASPC 2

Dual Port Memory

ADB/XBHE

DB

ADB/XBHE DB

SCB

SB

SB

XCSASPC2

HOLD*

X/HOLDAIN

XREQ

XREQRDY

XENBUF

XEN

DB-
Buf

XEN

ADR-
Buf

XEN

SB-
Buf

PAL

DB

ADB/XBHE

SB

XRDY

Processor

PAL
XCSDPR

SYS-Bus

Gnd 2.2k

* Tristate Output

������������0DVWHU�0RGH�'XDO�3RUW�0HPRU\

a) An access that was just started is concluded; that is, in the 8bit mode, both bytes are transferred completely to/from
the memory before giving up the bus.

b) The ASPS2 carries out critical sequences (unchaining, chaining, request- and SAP list selection up to locking the
applicaton block ‘MAC Locked = 1’, SAP validation, etc.) under lock (ASPC Lock = 1).  The FLC sets ‘BUS
LOCK = 1’  exactly like that if it performs rechaining processes, changes in the SAP, etc..  As long as only one side
is in a lock sequence, the other side can interrupt any time.  If both sides are in the lock mode, there is no
interruption until one cancels the lock.  The one who first locks the bus will succeed. If they arrive at the same time,
the external access is prioritized.
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c) The FLC sets an external lock with ‘BUS LOCK = 1’.  However, external lock sequences contain only dual port
RAM accesses (XCSASPC2 = 1).  Thus, during an external lock phase, accesses to internal ASPC2 registers are
possible, even if the ASPC2 itself is performing an internal lock sequence.  These accesses are identified with
‘XCSASPC2 = 0’  while ‘BUS LOCK = 1’ is set.  The timing of XCSASPC2 in reference to XREQ is shown in
Chapter 7.5.2.2 (1 T48 max. after XREQ).  The longest lock sequence of ASPC2 amounts to 11.3 µsec (16bit
mode).  If, at the start of this sequence, an external ‘BUS LOCK’ occurs, there may be a Ready delay of 15 µsec
maximum at the first extenal dual port RAM access (refer to Chapter 7.5.2.1).  In the case of the PC buses (ISA,
EISA), however, a Ready delay of only 2.5 µsec maximum is permitted.  So that this requirement can be met, the
FLC has to poll the cell ‘ASPC Lock’ in the status register after it has set “BUS LOCK = 1”, and wait until “ASPC
Lock = 0” is set (Chapter  4.2.1).  At this time, the arbiter allocated the external lock request, and can no longer be
interrupted by an internal lock request.  For a 16bit system, the Ready delay time is now at 350ns maximum.

d) If a separate XREQ request should be made for each FLC access to the dual port RAM, FLC- and ASPC2 accesses
to the dual port RAM can be nested as required (except for lock sequences).  However, XREQ may stay active also
over several FLC accesses, but the ASPC2 will be retarded in that case.  The XREQ active time may not be of
random length; otherwise, there may be a FIFO overrun/underun.
$W�D�EDXGUDWH�RI���0EDXG��WKH�$63&��KDV�WR�UHFHLYH�DQ�DFFHVV�WR�WKH�GXDO�SRUW�5$0�HYHU\�����µVHF�RQ�WKH
DYHUDJH�ZKHQ�IHWFKLQJ�WKH�/D\HU�����GDWD. In Chapter 6, different timing for the load on the processor interface is
specified.

������ 3HULSKHUDO�0RGH

For parameterization and interrupt event handling, the processor has to address the ASPC2 in the peripheral mode (refer
to Figure 4.1.3-1).  Via a small address window (64 bytes), different internal registers can be written to or read (for
address assignment, refer to Table 1.9-1).  The access can be made word by word or byte by byte (Intel/Motorola
format; controlled via the bus signals XBHE and AB0).  The timing diagrams are shown in Chapter 7.5.2.2.

Figure 4.1.2.3-1 shows the principle of the processor access to the ASPC2 in the shared memory mode.  In dual port
memory operation, the processor first has to make an XREQ request at the access.

X/INT EVENT

XCS/XRD/XWR

ASPC 2 Processor

ADB/XBHE DB ADB/XBHE DB

AB5..0 / XBHE

DB15..0

������������ )LJXUH�����������3HULSKHUDO�0RGH
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������ 6<6�%XV�,QWHUIDFH

High resistance at reset

Master Mode
Master/Peripheral Mode

Byte high enable

Data Transmit/ Read

Polarity parameterizable

Signal Names Input = I
Output = O Type Comment

DB15..0
AB19..6
AB5..0
XBHE/XWRH
XWR/XWRL

DT/XR

X/INT-CI

HOLD
X/HOLDAIN

I/O
O

I/O
I/O
I/O

O

O

O
I

Tristate
Tristate
Tristate
Tristate
Tristate

Tristate

non Tristate

Polarity parameterizable

Base address, peripheral mode
XRD
XCS

I/O
I

Tristate

Polarity parameterizableX/INT-EVENT O non Tristate
Tristate

48 MHzCLK
RESET

I
I Min. 4 clock cyc.

Asynchron.XRDY I

Polarity parameterizableX/HOLDAOUT O non Tristate
XREQ I Ext. bus request

Enable ext. driverXENBUF O non Tristate
Ready for ext. masterXREQRDY O non Tristate

Bus configurationXB8/B16 I

Bus configurationXINT/MOT I

Bus configurationXWRL-MODE I

7DEOH�����������6<6�%XV�6LJQDOV�RI�$63&�

The reset is connected asynchronously and switched off synchronously.  Thus, the RTS output will become inactive
immediately at reset.  During the reset phase (at least 4 T48 long), the data bus outputs are high resistance.
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���� 3DUDPHWHU�5HJLVWHU�)LOH

������ 2SHUDWLQJ�0RGHV

In the parameter register file, the FLC transfers operating data to the ASPC2.  Parameterization is performed only in the
RIIOLQH�VWDWH (for example, after switch-on).  Only after all parameters are loaded is the ASPC2 to leave RIIOLQH (START
ASPC2 = 1, Mode Register 1).  Some control bits (for example, BUS LOCK) have to be continuously changed during
operation, however.  These are combined in a special register (Mode Register 1), and can be set or cleared independent
of each other.  $IWHU�UHVHW��DOO�UHJLVWHUV�LQ�WKH�SDUDPHWHU�UHJLVWHU�ILOH�DUH�FOHDUHG��H[FHSW�IRU�,05��UHVHUYHG
UHJLVWHU��DQG�VWDWXV�UHJLVWHU��

7RNHQ�7DUJHW�5RWDWLRQ�7LPHU�5HJLVWHU��ZULWDEOH��

7 0

T T T T T T TT TR TR TR TR TR TR TR TR01234567

15 8

T T T T T T TT TR TR TR TR TR TR TR TR 89101112131415

The
token setpoint rotation time (TTR, 16 bit) is to be parameterized. One unit corresponds to 256 * tBit. (The bit time tBit
is the time that passes when sending a bit. It correponds to the reciprocal value of the baudrate.)

6ORW�7LPH�5HJLVWHU��ZULWDEOH��

T T T T T T T

7 0

T

T T T

813

T

SL SL SL SL SL SL SL SL

SL SL SL SL

01234567

891011T TSL SL1213

TSL =
max. (TSL1, TSL2) is to be parameterized.  The wait-for-receive time TSL has a width of. 14 bits maximum, and is to
be specified in transmission bit steps. The lowest permissible value is 37.

7,'/(���5HJLVWHU��ZULWDEOH��

T T T T T T T

7 0

T

T T
89

ID1ID1ID1ID1ID1ID1ID1ID1

ID1ID1

01234567

89

TID1
becomes effective after an acknowledgement-, response-, or token message.  The time has a width of 10 bits maximum,
and is to be specified in transmission bit steps. The lowest permissible value is 35.
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7,'/(����5HJLVWHU��ZULWDEOH��

T T T T T T T

7 0

T

T T

89

ID2ID2ID2ID2ID2ID2ID2ID2

ID2ID2

01234567

89

TID2
becomes effective after a call message without acknowledgement (SDN). The time has a width of 10 bits maximum, and
is to be specified in transmission bit steps. The lowest permissible value is 35.

75'<��5HJLVWHU��ZULWDEOH��

T T T T T T T

7 0

T

T T

89

RDYRDYRDYRDYRDYRDYRDYRDY

RDYRDY

01234567

89

The time
TRDY has to pass as idle time on the bus prior to sending a response message The time has a width of 10 bits maximum,
and is to be specified in transmission bit steps. The lowest permissible value is 11. If the values are lower, the ASPC 2
takes 11 bit steps.

76�$'5�5HJLVWHU��ZULWDEOH��

TS TS TS TS TS TS

6 0

TS 0123456

The
station address may be between 0 and 126. Address 127 is reserved as Broadcast/Multicast.

7*8'�5HJLVWHU��ZULWDEOH��

T T T T T T T

7 0

T GUDGUDGUDGUDGUDGUDGUDGUD 01234567

The
GAP update time TGUD determines the cycle for GAP updating. It has a width of 8 bits, and is to be specified in the
number of token rotations.

7RNHQ�(UURU�/LPLW�5HJLVWHU��ZULWDEOH��

TEL TEL TEL TEL TEL TEL TEL

7 0

TEL 01234567

Token
Error Limit (8 bit) specifies the permissible number of unvalidated token messages per 256 token rotations.  When it is
reached, the MAC enters /LVWHQ�7RNHQ.
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%DXGUDWH�5HJLVWHU��ZULWDEOH��

7 0

810

BRBRBRBRBRBRBRBR

BRBR

01234567

89BR10

In the
baudrate register, the division factor for the baudrate generator is parameterized. The devision factor G is calculated
according to the following formula:

G =
CLK

BR x 4
- 1 without RxD filter

G =
CLK

BR x 16
- 1 with  RxD filter

C
LK = Clock Supply (48 MHz) BR = Baudrate G = Division Factor

The table below shows the division factors for the individual baudrates.  Without RXD filter, baudrates of  9.6kBd to
12MBd, and with RxD filter of 9.6kBd to 3MBd can be set. The clock frequency is to be selected such that the residual
error is at < 0.3%. The maximum clock frequency is 48 MHz.

Clock Baudrate (BR) Div. Factor (G)

12 048 MHz MBd
6 1MBd
4 2MBd
3 3MBd
1,5 7MBd
750 15kBd
500 23kBd
187.5 63kBd

(w/out RxD Filter)
Div. Factor (G)

-
-
-
0
1
3
5

15
93.75 127kBd 31

(with RxD Filter)

 19.2 624kBd 155
  9.6 1249kBd 311

45.45 263kBd 65

7DEOH�����������3DUDPHWHUL]LQJ�WKH�%DXGUDWH

6$3�0$;�5HJLVWHU��ZULWDEOH��

7 0

SAP-MSAP-MSAP-MSAP-MSAP-MSAP-MSAP-MSAP-M 01234567

SAP
MAX specifies the highest SAP list number. It may be between 0 and 63 liegen�(refer to Chapter  2.1)
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/$<��+/HQ�5HJLVWHU��ZULWDEOH��

7 0

L4-Hl1L4-Hl1L4-Hl1L4-Hl1L4-Hl2L4-Hl2L4-Hl2L4-Hl2 01230123

In LAY4
Hlen,  two different Layer4 header lengths are specified (L4-Hl13..0, L4-Hl23..0). The parameterized values specify  -
depending on the opcode field ’LAY4-Head-Len’ in the respective application block-   the Layer4 header in the number
of words that is appended to the request header in the application block. The ASPC 2 assigns 16 words (32 bytes) to the
value ‘0’�( refer to Chapter   2.2.1).

748,�5HJLVWHU��ZULWDEOH��

7 0

TQUITQUITQUITQUITQUI 01234TQUI 5TQUI 6QREQRDY

The
modulator fading time (also in the case of self-controlled repeaters) has a width of 7 bits maximum, and is parameterized
in transmission bit steps.

QREQRDY: With QREQRDY,  the delay time between 'XENBUF active' and 'XREQRDY active' is set in the dual
port RAM mode (refer to Chapter 7.5.2.1).

0 = The delay time is 3 clock cycles (T48).

1 = The delay time is 1 clock cycle (T48).

+6$�5HJLVWHU��ZULWDEOH��

6 0

HSAHSAHSAHSAHSA 01234HSA 5HSA 6

The
highest active address specifies the highest address of an active station. It can be set optionally from 1 to 126 D at
PROFIBUS, and from 1 to 119 D at  PA/ISP. At PROFIBUS, the GAP cycle is limited to this HSA.
In the case of PA/ISP,  the temporary stations (120 - 124 D) are located in the GAP area in addition.

5HVSRQVH�(UURU�/LPLW�5HJLVWHU��ZULWDEOH��

3 0

Resp-Error-LimitResp-Error-LimitResp-Error-LimitResp-Error-Limit 023 1

In the
response error limit register, the number of faulty response (1 to 15) can be parameterized on 16 successive request
messages (except for SDN messages) after the ASPC2 signals a double token error and enters 1RW�+ROG�7RNHQ.

5HVHUYHG�5HJLVWHU��ZULWDEOH��

7 0

RES1 RES1 RES1 RES1 RES1 RES1 RES1 RES1 01234567

RES2 RES2 RES2 RES2 RES2 RES2 RES2 RES2 01234567

After
reset,  'Reserved2' is cleared, and 'Reserved1=01H' is set.
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576�6HWXS��5HVHUYHG�5HJLVWHU���ZULWDEOH�

Die setup time of the RTS signal for the TxD signal can be parameterized. In the register ’Reserved1’ , the parameter
’RTS_Pre_Value’ is transferred. After reset, the value is ’01H’. The setup time is calculated as follows:

RTS_Setup = (5 + (2 � RTS_Pre_Value)) �T48

5HWU\�5HJLVWHU��ZULWDEOH��

7 0

Retry-MRetry-MRetry-MRetry-MRetry-TRetry-TRetry-TRetry-T 01230123

In the
RETRY register, the number of message repetitions (RETRY-M3..0) and the number of token repetitions (Retry-T3..0)
is specified. A maximum of 15 repetitions can be parameterized.

6&%�%$6(�/:�+:��5HJLVWHU��ZULWDEOH�

/LQHDU�$GGUHVV�3RLQWHUV�

7 0

SCBL SCBL SCBL SCBL SCBL SCBL SCBL SCBL 01234567

15 8

SCBH SCBH SCBH SCBH16171819

SCBL SCBL SCBL SCBL SCBL SCBL SCBL SCBL89101112131415

The SCB BASE address (20 Bit) specifies the basic address of the system control  block. All 16 bit
application block pointers represent an offset to the SCB-BASE address.

6HJPHQW�2IIVHW�$GGUHVV�3RLQWHU�

23/7 0

31/15 24/8

7SCBOFF
SCBSEG23

6SCBOFF
SCBSEG22

5SCBOFF
SCBSEG21

4SCBOFF
SCBSEG20

3SCBOFF
SCBSEG19

2SCBOFF
SCBSEG18

1SCBOFF
SCBSEG17

0SCBOFF
SCBSEG16

15SCBOFF
SCBSEG31

14SCBOFF
SCBSEG30

13SCBOFF
SCBSEG29

12SCBOFF
SCBSEG28

11SCBOFF
SCBSEG27

10SCBOFF
SCBSEG26

9SCBOFF
SCBSEG25

8SCBOFF
SCBSEG24

The
SCB-SEG/OFF address (32bits) specifies the base address of the system control block. All 16 bit application block
pointers represent an offset to the SCB-SEG address.
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�������� 0RGH�5HJLVWHU��

7 0

815

PAS/ACT-
Tn

RES RESSEP-
LIST

SEP-
INT

INT-
POL

HOLDA-
POL

DEBUG-MODEXLIN/
SEGOFF

RES

RES RESDP-
MODE

XSHMEM
/DPMEM 01

RxD-
Filter

In Mode Register 0,  the fixed parameters are transferred that have to be loaded only once, after reset. The
individual bits have the following meaning:

RES: Here, always 0 has to be entered.

PAS/ACT Sta: Station type

0 = The ASPC2 is a passive station.

1 = The ASPC2 is an active station.

SEP-LIST: Confirmation-Indication lists (refer to Chapter  2.1)

0 = Joint confirmation-indication list.

1 = Separate confirmation-indication lists: IND-SEP-LIST, CON-SEP-LIST,

NOT-OK-LIST. In the case of collect requests, this bit is irrelevant.

SEP-INT: Number of interrupt outputs (refer to Chapter 4.3).

0 = All interrupts are on the INT-EV pin.

1 = Two interrupt outputs are available:

INT-CI: Confirmation/Indication (SEP-LIST=0), Indication (SEP-LIST=1)

INT-EV: the remaining interrupts

INT-POL: Polarity of the interrupt outputs (refer to Chapter 4.3)

0 = The interrupt outputs are low-active

1 = The interrupt outputs are high active

HOLDA-POL: Polarity of the X/HOLDAIN-X/HOLDAOUT signal (refer to 4.1.2)

0 = The X/HOLDA signals are high active

1 = The X/HOLDA signals are low-active

DEBUG-MODE1..0: Selection of debug function (refer to Chapter 5.1)

00 = WRCONS and RDCONS are on the diagnostic port (DIA1..0)

10 = WRCONS and RDCONS are on the diagnostic port (DIA1..0)

XLIN/SEGOFF: Setting of the addressing mode(�refer to Chapter 4.1.2)

0 = Linear address pointer

1 = Segment/Offset address pointer

DP-MODE: DP-MODE setting�(refer to Chapter 3.2.2)

0 = No DP MODE

1 = DP MODE
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XSHMEM/DPMEM: Setting of the external communication memory�(refer to 4.1.2)

0 = Communication memory as shared memory between ASPC2 and FLC

(processor). An external interruption in the Hold mode (ASPC2 active) is

not possible.  Several ASPC2 can be connected in daisy chain.

1 = Communication memory as dual port memory between ASPC2 and FLC

(processor). External interruption in the Hold mode is possible (ASPC2

active).  A daisy chain can be set up.

RxD Filter: Enable RxD receive filter

0 = No RxD receive filter connected

1 = RxD receive filter connected

�������� 0RGH�5HJLVWHU��

7 0

START-
ASPC 2

BUS-
LOCK

READ-
LASEOIREQ-

EMPTY

SD4-   RES

GO-
OFFLINE

15 8

EN-CLR-
CHG

LOCK-
REQUEST

   RESDel-Tim-
Cntr (0)

RES  RES RES

CLEAR-
GAP-

STORED

Del-Tim-
Cntr (1)

In Mode Register 1, the processor sets various control  bits for the ASPC2.  These control bits change during
operation, and can be set or cleared independent of each other.  Different addresses are used for setting and
clearing.  Log. ‘1‘  is to be written to the bit position that is to be set or cleared.  The individual bits have the
following meaning:

RES: Here, 0 is always to be entered.

START-ASPC 2: Exits the 2IIOLQH�PRGH

0 = Not possible by the processor, only internally.

1 = The ASPC2 branches Offline (in addition, the idle and Syni timer is started. If ’GO-

OFFLINE = 1’ is set, this bit is reset) .

BUS-LOCK:      Locks the bus accesses (refer to Chapter 4.1.2)

0 = No BUS-LOCK is set.

1 = BUS-LOCK is set: In the shared memory mode, the HOLD signal of the ASPC2

can’t be activated.  In the dual port memory mode, the ASPC2 can’t access under

ASPC lock.

READ-LAS: Enable for reading the LAS-RAM (refer to Chapter 4.7)

0 = The LAS access is disabled.

0->1= The LAS pointer is reset, and reading the LAS is enabled.

1 = After each reading of the LAS register, the internal LAS pointer is incremented.

EOI: End of Interrupt (refer to Chaper 4.3)

0 = No End of Interrupt

1 = End of Interrupt; the ASPC2 switches the interrupt outputs inactive, and resets EOI

to log.'0'.
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REQ-EMPTY: Request lists empty (refer to Chapter  2.1)

0 = Always, if the FLC adds an application block to the request lists, if it changes from

the OM to the BM mode or vice versa, or after restart after the watchdog timer has

expired.

1 = Not possible (only from ASPC2 if the request lists are empty)

CLEAR-GAP-STORED: Reset of a temporarily stored GAP request

0 = Not possible

1 = A request that was temporarily stored internally is cleared.

EN-CLR-CHG: Enable Clear Changed Bit�(refer to Chapter 4.7)

0 = When reading out the LAS, the Changed bit is not reset.

1 = When reading out the LAS, the Changed bit is reset (can be set simultaneously

with ’Read-LAS’).

GO-OFFLINE: MAC-Reset

0 = Not possible by the processor, only internally.

1 = MAC-Reset; after completed confirmation or indication, the ASPC2 enters  Offline

and sets "START-ASPC 2 = 0". In addition, it generates the event interrupt ’MAC-

RESET’.

LOCK-REQUEST: Locks the BML, BMH request lists

0 = The above request lists are enabled.

1 = The above request lists are disabled.

Del-Tim-Cntr1..0: Control of the Delay/User timer (parameter assignment via Mode REG1-Set)

00 = Not possible

01 = The delay timer is reset and started.

10 = The delay timer is stopped.

11 = The delay timer is reset.

�������� 0RGH�5HJLVWHU��
Mode Register 2 is an expansion of Mode Register 0; that is, all parameters have to be transferred in the offline mode,
and are not to be changed during operation.  After reset, Mode Register 2 is cleared, and Revision C/D behaves like
Revision A/B.

7 0

Quick-
Access-
Mode

User-
TimebaseResBlocked-

Mode

FIFO-
128Byte-

Mode

EOI-
Timebase

Quick Access Mode: Fast bus access mode�(refer to Chapter 4.1.2)

0 = The fast bus access mode is off.

1 = The fast bus access mode is on.

EOI-Timebase: Time base for the EOI pulse�(refer to Chapter 4.3)

0 = The interrupt inactive time is 1 µs long.

1 = The interrupt inactive time is 1 ms long.
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User Timebase: 2.1 sec / 10 ms User Timer�(refer to Chapter 4.5)

0 = Clock approx. 2.1 sec.

1 = Clock approx. 10 ms.

Res: Always, 0 is to be entered.

Blocked Mode: Transfer from FIFO to external RAM�(refer to Chapter  3.2.2).

0 = The received net data (Layer 2 and 4) is transferred immediately when the

FIFO threshold is reached.

1 = At a data length of less than 58/122 bytes, the received net data (Layer 2

and 4) is transferred only if it has been received completely and faultlessly

(including FCS, ED).  This parameter assignment is necessary if consistent

data is to be transferred.

FIFO-128Byte Mode: Parameterization of FIFO size

0 = The  FIFO consists of 64 bytes.

1 = The FIFO consists of 128 bytes.

:DLW�6WDWH�5HJLVWHU��ZULWDEOH��

14 13

768...1024K

15 12 10 9

512...768K

11 8

6 5

256...512K

7 4 2 1

0...256K

3 0

In the
wait state register, the number of wait states for the master is parameterized.  The wait states for the four 256 kByte
segments can be set independently.  For each segment, 1 to 5 wait states can be parameterized in the mode ‘external
ready not activated’, and 0 or 1 wait state in the mode ‘external ready activated’ after the arrival of external ready.  In
addition, 1 to 4 internal wait states can be included.  For this, the internal wait states as well as external ready have to
have expired.

Bit1..0: Wait states in general (at ready activation before Ready)�(refer to Chapter 7.5.2.1).

00 = 1 Wait State (no additional wait state possible)

01 = 2 Wait States

10 = 3 Wait States

11 = 4 Wait States
Bit2: Wait state that can be set in addition (at ready activation after Ready).

0 = 0 Wait State

1 = 1 Wait State
Bit3: Ready Activation

0 = OFF

1 = ON
Bit15..4:Have the same meaning for the other address areas.
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�������� 6WDWXV�5HJLVWHU
The status register mirrors the current MAC status, and can be read only.

7 0

15 8

OfflineListen-
Token

Not-Hold-
Token

1 0

Idle-Mux

FIFO-
Error

Receive

BUS-
LOCK

GAP-
Stored

Last-
High

CONF/IND
Stored

REQ-
EMPTY

���� SYNI-
XSLOT

Hold-
Token

23 16

1 0

Station-Typ

RESLock-
Request

2

RESASPC-
Lock

Enable-
Receiver

Inv-Req-
Len

Rec-
Frame-

Overflow

31 24

4 36 5

Release-Number

7 012

RES: don’t care.

Offline: 2IIOLQH�0RGH

0 = The ASPC2 is not in Offline.

1 = The ASPC2 is in Offline.

Listen Token: /LVWHQ�7RNHQ�0RGH

0 = The ASPC2 is not in Listen Token.

1 = The ASPC2 is in Listen Token.

Not-Hold-Token: 1RW�+ROG�7RNHQ�0RGH

0 = The ASPC2 is another mode.

1 = The ASPC2 is in Not-Hold-Token.

Hold-Token: +ROG�7RNHQ�=XVWDQG

0 = The ASPC2 is in another mode.

1 = The ASPC2 is in Hold Token.

REQ-EMPTY: Request Lists empty (refer to Chapter 2.1)

0 = The request  lists are not empty, or watchdog has not expired.

1 = The request lists are empty, or watchdog has expired.

BUS-LOCK: Lock of bus accesses  (refer to Chapter 4.1.2)

0 = No BUS-LOCK is set.

1 = The processor has set a BUS-LOCK.
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Lock Request: Lock BMH, BML  (refer to Chapter 2.1)

0 = The request lists above are enabled.

1 = The request lists above are disabled. However, an APB may still be

processed.   Here, a corresponding acknowledgement has to be awaited

(for example, Go-Hold/Not-Hold-Token interrupt).

Enable Receiver: Enable receiver

0 = The receiver is disabled.

1 = The receiver is enabled.

Receive: Transfer direction of the FIFO  (refer to Chapter 4.6)

0 = The FIFO is on send direction.

1 = The FIFO is on receive direction. If "Enable Receiver = 1", a message is

being received at the moment.

ASPC Lock: Status LOCK

0 = In the dual port memory mode, the FLC has set its Lock first if there is or is

not a LOCK conflict.  In the shared memory mode, ASPC lock is always ’0’.

1 = The ASPC2 has set its lock first if there is a LOCK conflict.

GAP Stored: GAP Request stored

0 = No GAP request is temporarily stored.

1 = The GAP timer has expired, and the ASPC2 has temporarily stored a GAP

request.

CONF/IND Stored: Confirmation or Indication temporarily stored

0 = No confirmation or indication temporarily stored.

1 = A confirmation or indication temporarily stored.

REC Frame Overflow: FIFO assigned (BUSLOCK time too long, or sender too fast (TID1))

0 = Reset with IAR(1) = 0 (refer to interrupt register).

1 = The ASPC2 again received a new message although the previous

message  has not been transferred completely to the external memory.

FIFO Error: FIFO overflow or FIFO empty (BUSLOCK time too long)

0 = Reset with IAR(1) = 0 (refer to interrupt register).

1 = Send: The FIFO has an underrun. The bus is/was locked too long

(refer to Chapter 4.1.2).

Receive: The FIFO has an ovverun. The bus is/was locked too long

(refer to Chapter 4.1.2).

Inv-Req-Len: Invalid Request Length-Bit

0 = Reset with IAR(1) = 0 (refer to interrupt register).

1 = In the request, an invalid length has been specified.  The addition of the

message header and the Layer4 data length resulted in a value of >=256.

The request was sent without Layer4 data and with net data length = 0.
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SYNIXSLOT: Status of theSyni/Slot Timer

0 = The timer is running as a Slot Timer.

1 = The timer is running as a Syni Timer.

Last High: Request-Priority d2f

0 = The application block processed at this time is low priority.

1 = The application block processed at this time is high priority.

Idle Mux1..0: Status Idle Multiplexer

00 = The Idle Mux is on TSYN.

01 = The Idle Mux is on TRDY.

10 = The Idle Mux is on TID1.

11 = The Idle Mux is onTID2.

Stn-Typ2..0: Station Type

000 = Passive station

010 = Active station ready for the log. ring

011 = Active station

Release Number: Release of the ASPC 2

00 = ASPC 2 / Revision A/B

01 = ASPC 2 / Revision C

02 = ASPC 2 / Revision D
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���� ,QWHUUXSW�&RQWUROOHU

Via the interrupt controller, the processor is informed of various events.  These are primarily confirmation/indication
messages, and different error events.  Overall, up to 16 events are stored in the interrupt controller that are applied to
one or two interrupt outputs.  The controller has no prioritization level, and does not supply an interrupt vector (not
8259A compatible).
It consists of an interrupt request register (IRR), an interrupt mask register (IMR), an interrupt register (IR), and an
interrupt acknowledge register IAR).  The structure is shown in Figure 4.3-1.

S
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IRR IMR

IAR

EOI

X/INT-EV

IR

Requests

16
16

16

16
vom µP
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IRR
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FF
S
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FF

X/INT-CI
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CONF/IND-Event

SEP-INT

extern

16

������������ )LJXUH���������,QWHUUXSW�&RQWUROOHU�LQ�WKH�$63&�

In the IRR, each event is stored.  Via the IMR, individual events can be suppressed.  The entry in the IRR is independent
of the interrupt mask.  The event signals that are not masked out generate the ;�,17�(9�,QWHUUXSW�via a  Σ-network.  In
addition, a second interrupt output is available. Via the parameter "SEP-INT" in Mode Register 0,  the COND/IND can
be switched either to the joint X/INT-EV interrupt ("SEP-INT = 0") or to the separate ;�,17�&,�LQWHUUXSW ("SEP-INT
= 1").
In the case of the X/INT-EV, the processor has to read the interrupt register (IR) of the ASPC2, in order to determine
what kind of interrupt request is pending.  The interrupt register is the output of the IMR.  For debugging, the processor
can set any event in the IRR (only those bits are activated that are to be reset).

Each interrupt event that was processed by the processor has to be cleared via the IAR (including the COND/IND).  For
this, a log. ‘1’ is to be written to the corresponding bit position.  If at the same time a new event and an acknowledge
from the previous event is pending at the IRR, the event remains stored.  If the processor subsequently enables a mask, it
has to be ensured that there is no past entry in the IRR.  To make sure, the position in the IRR is to be cleared prior to
enabling the maks.  Before exiting the interrupt routine, the processor has to set ³(QG�RI�,QWHUUXSW�VLJQDO��(2,�� ��´ in
Mode Register 1.  With this edge change, both interrupt lines are switched inactive.  If an event should still be stored,
the corresponding interrupt output reenters Active after this EOI inactive time (refer to Chapter 7.5.2.2).  This makes it
possible to reenter the interrupt routine when using an edge-triggered interrupt input.
The EOI inactive time can be parameterized for 1µs or 1 ms (EOI time base, refer to Mode Register 2).  To generate the
1ms time, the 32µs base of the delay timer is taken.

The polarity of the interrupt inputs can be parameterized (refer to Chapter 4.2.1.1).  After the HW reset, the outputs are
low-active.
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,QWHUUXSW�5HTXHVW�5HJLVWHU�,55��ZULWDEOH�DQG�UHDGDEOH��

7 0
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MAC-Reset:        The MAC entered Offline upon request ("GO-OFFLINE = 1", refer 

        to Mode Register 1).

Inv-Req-Len/FIFO-Error/Rec-Frame-Overflow:

Inv-Req-Len: An invalid net data length is specified in the request.  The addition

of the message header and the Layer4 data length resulted in a value of >=

256.  The request was confirmed immediately ’NAINVRL’ (refer to Chapter 2.2.1)

and not sent.  This event is stored in the status register.

FIFO Error: The  FIFO either had an underrun (send) or an overrun (receive).

This event is stored in the status register.

Rec-Frame Overflow: The ASPC2 received another message although it the

previous message was not transferred completely to the external memory.  This

event is stored in the status register  .

However, when writing to this bit position in the IRR, only the Inv-Req-Len flag

is set.  The FIFO error and the Rec-Frame Overflow remain unaffected.

Double Token: The MAC detected a double token in the  Hold-Token mode, and entered Not-

Hold-Token.

Response Error An error was detected  in the mode Hold-Token when the response was

received.

Del-Tim Overflow: The delay timer (User Timer) has expired, and was restarted (refer to Chapter

4.5).

Syni-Error: The Syni timer expired. If the MAC is in Hold-Token, it enters Not-Hold-Token.

Timeout: In the ASPC2, the TTIMEOUT expired. In the case of passive stations, there is no

further response.  Active stations enter Claim Token and execute a

(re)initialization.

LAS Changed: The status of the LAS has changed. The ASPC2 either entered or removed an

active station. The corresponding change is identified in the  LAS with

"Changed = 1". In Listen-Token,  this event is generated for each entry.

HSA-Error: A station outside the HSA was detected. The MAC enters Offline, if it is in

Listen-Token; otherwise, the token error counter is incremented

TS-ADR Error: The station address already exists in the ring. The chip enters Offline or Listen-

Token.

Pass-Token Error: When the token was passed, the own start delimiter was not read back  at all,

or faulty twice. The MAC enters Offline because there is a grave error

(transmitter or receiver defective?)

LAS-USELESS: In the Not-Hold-Token mode, the token error counter has run into a limit. The

MAC enters Listen-Token and reestablishes the LAS.
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Go-Hold/Not-Hold Token: Every time the MAC enters Not-Hold-Token or Hold-Token, this interrupt is

generated.  This event arrives for the first time if the MAC has completed

Listen-Token .

NOT-OK LIST: The ASPC2 executed a confirmation with faulty response status (refer to

Chapter   2.1).

CON-SEP LIST: Der ASPC2 has executed a confirmation with faultless response status (refer to

Chapter   2.1).

CON-IND: SEP-LIST=0: The ASPC2 has executed either a confirmation or an

indication (refer to Chapter  2.1).

SEP-LIST=1: The ASPC2 has executed an indication (refer to Chapter

2.1).

The IR is cleared after reset.

,QWHUUXSW�5HJLVWHU�,5��UHDGDEOH��

For assignment, refer to interrupt request register

,QWHUUXSW�0DVN�5HJLVWHU�,05��ZULWDEOH��

For assignment, refer to interrupt request register; after reset, all bits are set (mask is set).

Bit = 1: Mask is set and the interrupt is disabled.
Bit = 0: Mask is cleared, and the interrupt is enabled.

,QWHUUXSW�$FNQRZOHGJH�5HJLVWHU�,$5��ZULWDEOH��

For assignment, refer to interrupt request register; after reset, all bits are cleared.

Bit = 1: The  IRR bit is cleared
Bit = 0: The  IRR bit remains unchanged.
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���� 6HULDO�,QWHUIDFH

������ %DXGUDWH�*HQHUDWRU

In the baudrate generator (10 bit scaler), baudrates between 9.6kBd and 12MBd can be generated (refer to Chapter
4.2.1).  48MHz is used as clock pulse supply.  For the receiver, the baudrate generator (BRG) supplies the 4fold
transmission clock pulse, and for the transmitter the single-fold transmission clock pulse.
Token, idle, slot, syni, and timeout timers also receive the single-fold transmission clock pulse as their clock pulse.
In the RIIOLQH�mode (for example, after reset) the BRG is disabled.  If it was parameterized, “START ASPC2= 1” has to
be set in Mode Register 1.  Thus, the BRG will start defined.  It is not permissible to reparameterize the baudrate during
operation.

������ 6HU�%XV�,QWHUIDFH

Signal Name Input = I
Output = O Type Comment

TxD

RxD

RTS

O

I

O

non Tristate

non Tristate

XCTS I Send Enable

)LJXUH�����������6(5�%XV�6LJQDOV�RI�WKH�$63&�

In the test mode, all outputs are switched high-resistance.

���� 'HOD\�7LPHU

In Mode Register 1 (refer to Chapter 4.2.1), the control of the delay timer for the user is implemented (DEL TIM
CNTRL1..0).  The user can either ‘reset and start’ the delay timer, ‘stop’ it, or ‘reset only’.

������ 8VHU�7LPH�,QWHUUXSW

The user timer interrupt is the ‘Delay Timer Overflow Interrupt’.  If the user wants to implement a software timer, he has
to start the delay timer (possible also in the RIIOLQH mode).  If ‘User Timebase = 0’, (refer to Mode Register 2), the delay
timer covers its entire range and generates the interrupt every 2.1 sec.  If ‘User Timebase = 1’, the delay timer is reset
after 313 * T32µs, and thus the delay timer overflow interrupt is generated every 10ms.
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���� ),)2

The ASPC2 has only one FIFO that is switched to the corresponding direction (receive or send direction) with the
‘receive control bit’.  Its size is 64/128 bytes, and it is used as temporary buffer for the message characters, and thus for
decoupling the SER Bus and the SYS bus.  The FIFO consists of a dual port RAM cell with write and read pointers.  It
is addressed by both.  Before one of them enters the first character in the FIFO, it switches the FIFO in the
corresponding direction (receive/send) and clears the FIFO contents (reset FIFO).  Figure 4.6-1 shows the structure of
the FIFO.
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)LJXUH���������6WUXFWXUH�RI�WKH�),)2

������ 6L]H�RI�WKH�),)2

The FIFO size can be set to 64 or 128 bytes (Mode Register 2:  FIFO 128 byte mode).

������ 5HFHLYH�0RGH

In the receive mode, the message characters are transferred from the UART to the FIFO, and then from the FIFO to the
external memory.  If an entry causes a FIFO overrun, receiving is aborted, and an event interrupt FIFO error is signalled.
If the FIFO is a quarter full (16/32 bytes), it switches FIFO QUARTER FULL active.  Then, the SYS bus is obtained,
and the entire FIFO content is transferred to the memory.
In the case of the 64Byte FIFO, the transmission time of 48 characters (approx. 40µs at 12 Mbaud) remains for
obtaining the bus, and in the case of the 128Byte FIFO, the transmission time of 96 characters (approx. 84µs at
12MBd); otherwise, there will be a FIFO overrun.  This time dimensions the maximum external ‘BUS LOCK time’
(refer to Chapter 4.2.1). In the case of a daisy chain, the sum of all ‘BUS LOCK times’ is not to exceed the
aforementioned 40/84µs at 12 MBd.

After the last character was entered in the FIFO, FIFO QUARTER FULL switches active also so that the remainder of
the data is transferred to the memory.
If ‘Blocked Mode =1’ (refer to Mode Register 2), and if the data length is less than 58/122 bytes, the received net data
(Layer2 and 4), in the case of the master, is transferred to the external memory only if it was received completely and
faultlessly (including FCS, ED).  This parameterization is necessary for data consistency (for example, the data is to
reach the mapping memory directly).
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������ 6HQG�0RGH

In the send mode, the message characters are transferred from the external memory to the FIFO, and then from the FIFO
to the UART.  The FIFO status line FIFO QUARTER EMPTY is active if the FIFO is at least a quarter empty.  Then,
the SYS bus is obtained, and the FIFO is filled completely.  As soon as the first Layer2 data character is entered in the
FIFO, FIFO BUSY switches active.  Then, the first message header character is fetched from the FIFO and written to the
UART.  If the transmit buffer in the UART is free again, the next character is fetched from the FIFO, etc.  As soon as
gapless transmission can no longer be ensured because there is no more data in the FIFO (FIFO underrun), the send
process is cancelled, and an event interrupt FIFO error is generated.  The same time conditions apply here to obtain the
SYS bus as in the receive mode.  If there is a violation, there will be a FIFO underrun.

���� /$6�5$0

In the LAS RAM, the list of active stations is stored.  The ASPC2 exclusively manages the LAS.  The processor can
only read part of the LAS (see below).  The RAM is a 128x4 bit dual port memory cell;  each SER bus station is
assigned to one RAM address.  The last address remains unassigned.  In addition to the list of active stations (passive
station: State = 0; active station: State = 1), the LAS RAM contains for each bus station the two call sequence bits (FCB,
FCV), and a Changed bit which documents the change of the state bit.  Figure 4.7-1 shows the structure of the LAS.

0123

Addr 0H

Addr7EH
Addr7FH

   Station 0
H

   Station 7E

FCB FCV State Changed

������������ )LJXUH���������&RQWHQW�RI�WKH�/$6�5$0

The processor can read out the entire LAS via the LAS register (refer to Figure 4.7-1).  For this, “READ LAS = 1” is to
be set in Mode Register 1 (refer to Chapter 4.2.1).  Then, the ASPC2 loads the content of Address 0H to the LAS
register.  After each access to the LAS register, the content of the next memory address is loaded to the register, etc..
For this, the ASPC2 needs a recovery time of 5 clock pulses after each LAS access (refer to Chapter 7.5.2.2).  After the
FLC has read the LAS, “READ LAS =0” has to be set.  Depending on ‘EN CLR CHG’, the Changed bits are either not
changed, or are reset by the ASPC2 automatically when an entry is copied from the LAS RAM to the LAS register.

7 0

StateChange 000000

������������ )LJXUH���������$VVLJQPHQW�LQ�WKH�/$6�5HJLVWHU
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�� 7HVW�6XSSRUW

���� 'LDJQRVWLF�3RUW

To facilitate commissioning, the ASPC2 has a diagnostic port (DIA9..0).  With the parameter assignment ‘DEBUG
MODE1..0’ in Mode Register 0 (refer to Chapter 4.2.1), the control signals ‘RDCONS’, ‘WRCONS’ can be  selected at
this port to support a DP master consistency control.  Table 5.1-1 shows the assignment, depending on ‘DEBUG
MODE1..0’:

D IA 0D IA 1D E B U G -M O D E 1 ..0

0   0 W R K O N S R D K O N S

7DEOH���������$VVLJQPHQW�'LDJQRVWLF�3RUW
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�� 6SHFLILFDWLRQ�RI�WKH�%XV�7LPLQJ

���� /RDG�RI�WKH�3URFHVVRU�,QWHUIDFH�ZLWK�+ROG�$FFHVVHV

The ASPC2 imposes no general conditions with respect to time regarding interrupt response timing of the processor;
however, it does so regarding the timing for obtaining the bus.  The ASPC2 accesses to the external memory may be
delayed a maximum of 40/84 µs, otherwise, there will be a FIFO error (refer to Chapter 4.6: FIFO).
The table below shows the bus load timing for the individual channel programs  It is based on synchronous bus timing
with an internal wait state.  To obtain the bus, a time of approx. 150ns is included.  The baudrate is 12 Mbaud.  The
transfer of a word (2 data characters) needs 167ns for this timing (refer to Chapter 7.5.2.1 Timing Diagrams SYS Bus
Interface, Master Mode).  The timing applies to the 64 byte as well as the 128 byte FIFO (../..).

Bus
Accesses

Function
Bus Load

in µs

1. Store last FDL Low Request
b i h

0,.9

1. Execute confirmation 4.36

1. Request lists are empty, no GAP 1.45
1. Request lists are empty, GAP 1.61
1. Request lists not empty, fill FIFO completely

with request header/data + additional 4/10
req. data characters

9.74/15.9

>= 2. Reload data; approx. 18/34 char
Prepare response (only for the last)

1.85/3.2
 + 0.125

1. Transfer message header 0.775
>= 2. Transfer data; approx. 18/34 char 1.95/3.3

1. SAP validation
 Request message header transfer

6.6

2. - 6. Transfer data; approx 18/34 char 1.95/3.3
6. Fill FIFO completely with response header

data and additional 4/10 resp. data
8.69/15.84

>= 7. Reload res. data to FIFO ; approx. 18/34
char

1.85/3.2

Execute indication (IND-APB, RUP-APB) 8.71

Enter GAP

Conf / Indication

Request

Response

Indication

7DEOH���������%XV�/RDG�WKURXJK�+ROG�$FFHVVHV

In the case of full SD2 message lengths and default timing for TID1 (35 tBit) and TRDY (11tBit), there is an average
bus load of 15% for FMS applications in the +ROG�7RNHQ mode.
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���� 'LPHQVLRQLQJ�WKH�2SHUDWLQJ�3DUDPHWHUV

If all SER bus components are to contain only ASPC2 chips or corresponding ASICs, the TRDY can be operated with
the default value generated by the ASPC2 (refer to Chapter 4.2.1).When dimensioning the idle time TID2, the external
‘BUS LOCK time’, specified in the number of tBit steps, has to be taken into account for chaining and unchaining
application blocks, in addition to the minimum value of TID1/TID2 = 35 tBIT.  If a SER bus component is implemented
with a SW emulation, it determines the idle timing for the ASPC2.
Dimensioning the slot time TSL depends on the internal processing speed of the ASPC2.  Depending on the baudrate
and parameterized ‘higest active address’, the TSL has to be set to a time  -also in the case of a pure ASPC2 bus-  that is
considerably above the minimum value of TSL = 37 tBit in the case of the higher baudrates (refer to Table 6.2-1).

������������ 7DEOH���������'LPHQVLRQLQJ�WKH�6ORW�7LPH

The additive constant * corresponds to the ‘BUS LOCK time’ needed by the processor.  When entering +ROG�7RNHQ, the
ASPC2�can do  up to three hold requests successively prior to becoming active on the SER bus.  However, during this
time, the station that has passed the token is in the FKHFN�WRNHQ�SDVV mode in which it monitors token passing via the slot
time.  In the case of a dual port memory interface (refer to Chapter 4.1.2), double the ‘BUS LOCK time’ has to be taken
into account if the FLC executes several chainig and unchaining processes successively.  In the case of shared memory,
the processor is stopped via the hold request, and is thus not able to set more than one ‘BUS LOCK’ during this FKHFN
WRNHQ�SDVV�phase.

Baudrate HSA = 0FH

12 MBd 150 + *

HSA = 1FH

158 + *

HSA = 3FH

174 + *

HSA = 7EH

206 + *

  6 MBd 75 + * 79 + * 87 + * 103 + *

  3 MBd 38 + * 40 + * 44 + * 52 + *
1,5 MBd 19 + * 20 + * 22 + * 246 + *

* = BUS-LOCK-Time
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�� (OHFWULFDO�6SHFLILFDWLRQ
The chapter below provides only the most important parameters.  Additional features are described in the manual
TGC2000/TEC2000 5V CMOS Arrays by TI.

���� 0D[LPXP�/LPLWV

Parameter Designation Limits Unit

DC Supply Voltage VDD - 0.5 ... 6.0 V

Input Voltage VI - 0.5 ... VDD + 0.5 V

Output Voltage VO - 0.5 ... Vdd + 0.5 V

Storage Temperature TST

Ambient Temperature TA

Chip Temperature during Operation TJ

DC Input Diode Current IIK -20...20 mA

DC Output Diode Current IOK mA-20...20

-65...150

-40...85

-40...125

°C

°C

°C

7DEOH���������0D[LPXP�/LPLW�9DOXHV

���� 3HUPLVVLEOH�2SHUDWLQJ�9DOXHV

Parameter Designation MAX. Unit

DC Supply Voltage VDD V

Input Voltage VI V

Output Voltage VO V

Ambient Temperature TAI -40

MIN.

4.5 5.5
(VSS=0V)

0 VDD

0 VDD

85 °C

7DEOH���������3HUPLVVLEOH�2SHUDWLQJ�9DOXHV

���� *XDUDQWHHG�2SHUDWLQJ�5DQJH�IRU�WKH�6SHFLILHG�3DUDPHWHUV

Parameters MAX. Unit

DC Supply Voltage V

Ambient Temperature -40

MIN.

4.5 5.5
(VSS=0V)

85 °C

7DEOH���������*XDUDQWHHG�2SHUDWLQJ�5DQJH�IRU�WKH�6SHFLILHG�3DUDPHWHUV
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���� '&�6SHFLILFDWLRQ�RI�WKH�3DG�&HOOV

Parameter MAX. Unit

Input Leakage Curr.

MIN.

-1

1

TYP.Name

Input Leakage Curr.

Input Voltage 0-Level V

0.7VDD (4) V

0.2VDD (5)

Input Voltage 1-Level

Output Voltage 0-Level V

VDD-0.8 V

0.5

Output Voltage 1-Level

Output Leakage Curr. -10

10Output leakage Curr.

IIH

IIL

VIHC

VILC

VOH

VOL

IOZH

IOZL

Input Capacity pF

pF

4.6

5Output Capacity COUT

CIN

pF5I/O Capacity CIOUT

(1)

(1)

(1) loaded with 4mA (8mA) at 4mA (8mA) pad cells

Output Current mA4IOL
4mA Cell
Output Current mA4IOH
4mA Cell
Output Current mA8IOL
8mA Cell
Output Current mA8IOH
8mA Cell

1-Level

0-Level

1-Level

0-Level

1-Level

0-Level

1-Level

0-Level

(2)

(3)

(2)

(3)

(2) VOL = 0.5V

(3) VOH = VDD−0.8V

VPos. Threshold Schmitt-Trigger VT+C 0.7VDD

CMOS

CMOS
TTL

TTL VILT

VIHT

0.8

2.0

 Neg. Threshold  Schmitt-Trigger
CMOS
CMOS VT−C 0.2VDD

V

V

V

(4) maximum permissible AC current
(5) VDD = 4.5 ... 5.5V

Output Current Pull-Up Resistor -5.5 mA <= IOPU <= 31.2 mA
 If VOutput = 0 V

Output Current Pull-Down Resistor 80.7 mA <= IOPD <= 374 mA
 if VOutput = 5 V

IOPU

IOPD

µA

µA

µA

µA

µA

µA

3.6

4

4

������������ 7DEOH���������'&�6SHFLILFDWLRQ�RI�WKH�3DG�&HOOV
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���� $&�6SHFLILFDWLRQV

������ 'ULYHU�&DSDELOLW\

The runtimes at the chip outputs always depend on the driver capacity of the pad cells, as well as on the assumed
capacitive load.  The capacitive load on which the timing data below is based is provided in Table 7.5.1-1.  For
specifying the maximum and minimum runtimes, the variations of temperature- and supply voltage range shown in Table
7.3-1 were also allowed for.

Signal Name Driver Type Cap. LoadCapacity

100pFTristate

Direction

DB15..0
AB5..0

AB19..6
RTS
TxD

DT/XR
X/INT-CI

XBHE/XWRH
XRD

Tristate
Tristate
Tristate
Tristate

non-Trist.

Tristate

In/Out

In/Out
In/Out

Out
Out

Out
Out

Out

8mA
8mA
8mA
8mA
8mA

4mA

4mA

100pF
 50pF
 50pF
 50pF

50pF

50pF
50pF

50pF

non-Trist. 8mA

X/INT-EVENT Out 4mA 50pF
non-Trist.
non-Trist.

Out
50pF8mA

4mA

In/OutXWR/XWRL

HOLD Out 4mA 50pFTristate

DIA9..0

100pF8mA

In/Out

Tristate
non-Trist.

X/HOLDAOUT Out 8mA 50pFnon-Trist.
XENBUF Out 4mA 50pFnon-Trist.
XREQRDY Out 4mA 50pFnon-Trist.

XHTOK Out 50pFnon-Trist. 8mA

non-Trist.Out 4mA 50pFXCLK2

7DEOH�����������,GHQWLILFDWLRQ�'DWD�RI�WKH�2XWSXWV

If, in reality, the capacitive load should deviate from the assumed values, there is a change of
1ns maximum per 25pF for the 4/8mA output level.
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������ 7LPLQJ�'LDJUDPV��6LJQDO�5XQWLPHV

The signal runtimes are based on the capacitive loads specified in Table 7.5.2.1-1

�������� 6<6�%XV�,QWHUIDFH��0DVWHU�0RGH

Parameter

10
11

14

12

15

Address to XRD
DT/XR Low to XRD
XRD Active Width

Unit

ns
ns

ns

ns

ns

Min.No. Max.

27
19

27
3

↓ Setup Time
↓ Setup Time

↑Data to XRD

1 Clock High Time ns
2 Clock Low Time ns5.2**

5.2*

35 ns5
36 ns5

Setup Time (8/16Bit-Mode)

↑XRDY to Clk48 Setup Time
↑XRDY to Clk48 Hold Time

↑Data to XRD Hold Time (8Bit Mode)

16 ns20↑DT/XR High to XRD Hold Time
17 ns↑Address to XRD Hold Time

20 XWR/XWRL Active Width ns

23 ns↑Address to XWR/XWRL Hold Time
22 ns↑Data to XWR/XWRL Hold Time

19 Address to XWR/XWRL ns27↓ Setup Time

(2 + 2n)T48 1)

ns3Hold Time (16Bit Mode)

2T48

38 ns↑XRDY to XRD/XWR 2T48 2)↓ Delay (no add’l wait state) 4T48 2)

(2 + 2n)T48 1)

21 Data Valid to XWR/XWRL ns↑ Setup Time (2+2n)T48-26
2T48

2T48

39 ns↑XRDY to XRD/XWR↓ Delay (one add’l wait state) 4T48 2)
6T48 2)

40 nsRead-/Write-Cycle-Time (Quick Access=0) 8T48 3)

41 nsXRD; XWR/XWRL Inactive Delay between successive 4T48 word accesses (Quick Access=0)

44 nsXRD; XWR/XWRL Inactive Delay between the two 3/4T48
successive accesses in the 8Bit Mode

18 ns"XRD/XWR/XWRL to XCLK2↓ Setup Time 1T48↑

15.6**
15.6*

1)   n = Number of wait states
2)   internal wait states have already expired
3)   Based on 1 internal wait state

* threshold 3.5V
** threshold 1V

3 Clock Rise- Fall Time ns5.2

13 Address valid to Data valid ns2(n-1)T48
+ 83

25
26

29

27

Address to XRD
DT/XR Low to XRD
XRD Active Width

ns
ns

ns

ns

7
0

20

↓ Setup Time
↓ Setup Time

↑Data to XRD Setup Time (8/16Bit-Mode)

28 Address valid to Data valid ns
(1 + 2n)T48 1)

2(n-1)T48
+ 48

Quick Access Mode:

30 ns0↑DT/XR High to XRD Hold Time

32 XWR/XWRL Active Width ns
31 Address to XWR/XWRL ns7↓ Setup Time

33 Data Valid to XWR/XWRL ns↑ Setup Time
(1 + 2n)T48 1)

(1+2n)T48-17

37 nsXRDY Active Width

42 nsRead-/Write-Cycle-Time (Quick Access=1) 6T48 3)

43 nsXRD; XWR/XWRL Inactive Delay between
successive word accesses (Quick Access=1) 3T48

2T48+10

7DEOH�������������6SHFLILFDWLRQ�RI�WKH�3URFHVVRU�%XV�,QWHUIDFH��0DVWHU�0RGH
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1

CLK

2

3,5V
1V

3 3

�����������&ORFN�7LPLQJ

TW 1) TI

Clk48

XBHE/XWRH,
AB19..0

DB15..0

XRD

14

10 15

17

DT/XR

1611

VALID

Data In

1)   here 1 int. wait state, ext. Ready ’off’
2)   XWR/XWRL = log.’1’

XClk2

18 18

13

12

TITI T1 T3

)LJXUH������������0DVWHU�0RGH��4XLFN�$FFHVV ����$63&����5HDG�7LPLQJ���ZLWKRXW�H[WHUQDO�5HDG\�

TI

Clk48

XBHE/XWRH,
AB19..0

DB15..0

XWR/XWRL 21

19 22

23

20

DT/XR

VALID

Data Out

1)   here, 2 int. wait states, ext.Ready ’off’
2)   XRD = log.’1’

XClk2

18 18

TIT1 T3TW 1) TW 1)

)LJXUH������������0DVWHU�0RGH��4XLFN�$FFHVV ����$63&����:ULWH�7LPLQJ���ZLWKRXW�H[WHUQDO��5HDG\�
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TI

Clk48

XBHE/XWRH,
AB19..0

DB15..0

XRD

XRDY

29

25 15

17

27

DT/XR

VALID

Data In

1)   here 1 int. wait state, ext. Ready ’off’
2)   XWR/XWRL = log.’1’

XClk2

28

26 30

TITITIT3TW 1)

)LJXUH�����������0DVWHU�0RGH��4XLFN�$FFHVV ����$63&����5HDG�7LPLQJ���ZLWKRXW�H[WHUQDO�5HDG\�

TI

Clk48

XBHE/XWRH,
AB19..0

DB15..0

XWR/XWRL

XRDY

33

31 22

23

32

DT/XR

VALID

Data Out

1)   here 2 int. wait states, ext. Ready ’off’
2)   XRD = log.’1’

XClk2

TITIT3TW 1) TW 1)

)LJXUH������������0DVWHU�0RGH��4XLFN�$FFHVV ����$63&����:ULWH�7LPLQJ���ZLWKRXW�H[WHUQDO�5HDG\�
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Clk48

XBHE/XWRH,
AB19..0

DB15..0

XRD/XWR

XRDY

DT/XR

35 36

Data Out

38

1)   here,  int. wait states expired, ext. Ready ’on’

T3TW 1)

valid

37

TW 1) TW 1) TI TI

Fig

ure 7.5.2.1.6:  Master-Mode, ext. Ready Timing (no additional wait state after Ready activation)

Clk48

XBHE/XWRH,
AB19..0

DB15..0

XRD/XWR

XRDY

DT/XR
�� ��

��

1)   here, int. wait states expired;  ext. Ready�on,
���additional wait state after Ready activation

TW 1)

Data Out

valid

TW 1) TW 1) TW 1) T3 TI

)LJXUH������������0DVWHU�0RGH��H[W��5HDG\�7LPLQJ��RQH�DGGLWLRQDO�ZDLW�VWDWH�DIWHU�5HDG\�DFWLYDWLRQ�
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Clk24

XBHE/XWRH,
AB19..0

DB15..0

XRD/XWR

41

DT/XR

Data (k)

1)   here, 1 int. wait state, ext. Ready ’off’

Data (k+1)

40

FIFO
= (R1) Wait Wait WaitFIFO

= (R1) Wait Wait Wait FIFO
= (R1) Wait Wait Wait

valid (n) valid (n+2) valid (n+4)

Data (k+1)

TI T1 TW 1) T3 TI T1 TW 1) T3 TI T1 TW 1) T3

)LJXUH������������0DVWHU�0RGH��4XLFN�$FFHVV ����FRQWLQXRXV�DFFHVVHV��KHUH�WR�GDWD�EXIIHU�

FIFO
= (R1)

Wait Wait
FIFO
= (R1)

Wait Wait
FIFO
= (R1)

Wait Wait
FIFO
= (R1)

Wait Wait

Clk24

XBHE/XWRH,
AB19..0

DB15..0

XRD/XWR

43

Data (k)

1)   here, 1 int. wait state, ext. Ready ’off’

Data (k+1)

42

Data (k+3)

valid (n) valid (n+2) valid (n+4) valid (n+6)

Data (k+4)

DT/XR

TI TW 1) T3 TI TW 1) T3 TI TW 1) T3 TI TW 1) T3

)LJXUH������������0DVWHU�0RGH��4XLFN�$FFHVV ����FRQWLQXRXV�DFFHVVHV��KHUH�WR�GDWD�EXIIHU�
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FIFO
= (R1) Wait Wait Wait Wait FIFO

= (R1)WaitWait Wait Wait Wait

Clk24

XBHE/XWRH,
AB19..0

DB15..0

XRD

44

DT/XR

valid, even valid, odd valid,even

Data Low Data High Data Low

Wait

TI T1 TW 1) T3 TI T1 TW 1) T3 TI T1 TW 1) T3

1)  here,  1int. wait state, ext. Ready ’off’

)LJXUH�������������0DVWHU�0RGH��4XLFN�$FFHVV �����%LW�,QWHUIDFH�5HDG�7LPLQJ��,QWHO�0RGH

Parameter UnitMin.No. Max.

1)   Fill FIFO completely (128 bytes)
2)   Spikes at the rising edge of XREQ also cause
      spikes on XENBUF and XREQRDY !
In general:   each memory access of the ASPC 2 is based
                   on 1 wait state.

55 XREQ ns2T48to XENBUF

↑

↓ (BUSLOCK=0)

ns

↓ 20T48

(BUSLOCK=1, ASPC-Lock=0) 2T48 20T48

(BUSLOCK=1, ASPC-Lock=1) 2T48 22.6 1)

8Bit-Int. 16Bit-Int.

12T48

12T48

11.3 1) m
56 XENBUF nsto XREQRDY↓ (QREQRDY=0 in TQUI-Reg)↓ 3T48

ns(QREQRDY=1 in TQUI-Reg) 1T48

XREQ nsto XENBUF/XREQRDY 1.5T48↓ 1.5T4857 2)

58 XREQ Inactive width ns2T48 + 4

50 X/HOLDAIN to Command/Address HiZ to Active Delay ns2T48 6T48 6T48

51 HOLD ns0↓ to Command/Address HiZ Delay

52 X/HOLDAIN minimal Active Width ns3T48

53 min. Hold Inactive after X/HOLDAIN Inactive ns2T48

60 RD/WRCONS ns2T48↑ to XRD/XWR ↓
61 XRD/XWR ns↑ to RD/WRCONS ↓ 4T48

7DEOH������������6SHFLILFDWLRQ�RI�WKH�+ROG�;5(4�,QWHUIDFH
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XBHE, AB19..0

DB15..0

XRD, XWR/
XWRL,DT/XR

HOLD

X/HOLDAIN

50

51

52

53

)LJXUH�������������0DVWHU�0RGH�6KDUHG�0HPRU\��;6+0�'30 ��LQ�0RGH�5HJLVWHU�����+ROG�7LPLQJ

XREQ

XENBUF

XREQRDY

56

55 57

58

)LJXUH�������������0DVWHU�0RGH�'XDO�3RUW�0HPRU\��;6+0�'30 ��LQ�0RGH�5HJLVWHU�����;5(4�7LPLQJ

Clk24

XBHE/XWRH,
AB19..0

XRD, XWR

60

valid (n) valid (n+2)

RDCONS,
WRCONS

61

TI T1 TW T3TW TI T1 TW T3TW T1

)LJXUH�������������5'&216��:5&216�7LPLQJ�LQ�UHIHUHQFH�WR�;5'�;:5
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�������� 6<6�%XV�,QWHUIDFH���3HULSKHUDO�0RGH

Parameter

70
71

Address Required Valid to Read Data Valid Delay
XCS

Unit

ns
ns

Min.No. Max.

20
15↓ to Data Active Delay

74 ns2Output Hold from Address change

81 ns4↑Write Data Valid to XWR/XWRL Setup Time

91 X/INT-Event Inactive Width (EOI-Timebase=0) ns1000

78 Address to XWR/XWRL ns0↓ Setup Time

80 XWR/XWRL Active width ns

72 XRD ns15↓ to Data Active Delay

75 ns10↑XRD to Read Data HiZ

79 XCS Low to XWR/XWRL ns0↓ Setup Time

82 6↑Write Data Valid to XWR/XWRL Hold Time ns
83 0↑Address to XWR/XWRL Hold Time ns

(EOI-Timebase=1) 992

2

3
3

73 XRD Active width ns

76 ns10↑XCS to Read Data HiZ 2

3T48 1)

77 XRD Inactive Delay ns1T4
ns9T48 2)

1)   Determined by the LAS access
2)   between two read accesses to the LAS
3)   at Read to IRR/IR after Write to IRR/IAR

   at Read to IR after  Write to IMR
4)   at Read to LAS after Write ’LASREAD=1’ (Mode Reg. 1)

4T48

84 4↑XCS Hold Time ns↑to XWR/XWRL
85 XWR/XWRL Inactive Delay ns1T48 + 4
86 XWR/XWRL ns1T48

to XRD↑ ↓ Inactive Delay

ns5T48 3)

ns9T48 4)

90 XREQ ns↓ to XCSASPC2 ↓ 1T48

92 User Timer Clock Period 10302.6
1025 ms

10334.6 ms

7DEOH�������������6SHFLILFDWLRQ�RI�WKH�3URFHVVRU�%XV�,QWHUIDFH��3HULSKHUDO�0RGH
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XBHE, AB5..0

DB15..0

70

72

VALID

Valid Data

XCS

XRD

71
75

74

73

77

76

XWR/XWRL = log.’1’, XINT/MOT = ’X’, XB8/B16 = ’X’

)LJXUH������������3HULSKHUDO�0RGH�6KDUHG�0HPRU\��3URFHVVRU�5HDG�$FFHVV�WR�WKH�$63&��GXULQJ��%86/2&. ��

XBHE, AB5..0

DB15..0

78

81

80

VALID

Valid Data

XCS

XWR/XWRL

79

82

83

XRD

84

85

86

XINT/MOT = ’X’, XB8/B16 = ’X’, XWR_WRL_Mode = ’X’

)LJXUH�������������3HULSKHUDO�0RGH�6KDUHG�0HPRU\��3UR]HVVRU�:ULWH�$FFHVV�WR�WKH�$63&�
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XREQ

XENBUF

XREQRDY

XCSASPC2

90

XBHE/XWRH,
AB19..0 valid (n)

XRD, XWR

)LJXUH������������3HULSKHUDO�0RGH�'XDO�3RUW�0HPRU\��3URFHVVRU�$FFHVV�WR�WKH�$63&��

91X/INT-EV

EOI

)LJXUH������������3HULSKHUDO�0RGH��,QWHUUXSW�(2,�7LPLQJ

92

X/INT-EV

)LJXUH������������8VHU�7LPHU�&ORFN�3HULRG
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�������� 6(5�%XV�,QWHUIDFH

Parameter

95

96

RTS

XCTS

Unit

ns

ns

Min.No. Max.

# to TxD Setup Time

" to TxD Setup Time (2n+5)T48   (n≥1) 1)

3T48
97 RTS ns# to TxD Hold Time 4T48

1) n = RTS_Pre_Value in Monitor Selector1

7DEOH�������������6SHFLILFDWLRQ�RI�WKH�6(5�%XV�,QWHUIDFH

RTS

95

TxD

97

XCTS

96

)LJXUH������������7UDQVPLW�7LPLQJ�
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�� ([DPSOH

CLK71

48 MHz

1 XRD

37 XWR

22
RESETuC

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

69

68

64

63

62

61

58

57

56

55

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
DB

19

18

14

13

12

11

 8

 7

RXD 23

86RTS

TXD 87

XB8/B16

M390R
34

XCTS

AB0

AB1

AB2

AB3

AB4

AB5

AB6

AB7

DB0

DB1

DB2

DB3

DB4

DB5

DB6

DB7

TXD

RTS

RXD RS485

RS485

RS485

ASPC2

XWR

XRD

25
XCSuC

XASPC2CS

XTEST0

AB8

AB9

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

100

99

96

95

94

93

89

88 DB(0:15)

DB8

DB9

DB10

DB11

DB12

DB13

DB14

DB15

uC/RAM

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

AB

52

51

50

49

45

44

43

42

39

38

AB10

AB11

AB12

AB13

AB14

AB15

AB16

AB17

AB(0:19)

AB18

AB19

AB

XBHEuC/RAM
XBHE

uC/RAM

5

85

84uC

uC

X/INT-EV

X/INT-CI

24 XRDYKons RDY

21

 6
uC

uC

HOLD

X/HOLDAIN

83 WRKONS

RDKONS

uC/RAM

uC/RAM

HOLD

HLDA

82

M

390R
36

XINT/MOT
30

390R

P5

XTEST1 390R

390R

P5

P5

32

26
XREQ 390R P5

31

Kons

Kons

)LJXUH�������$63&��:LULQJ
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������������ )LJXUH�������([DPSOH�2YHUYLHZ

5HDG\
5HDG\

+ROG
+ROGD

6LJQDOV5'&216�:5&216

�FRQVLV-
 WHQF\
�FRQWURO
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���� *HQHUDO

F The ASPC2 and the 80C165 are connected via the 6KDUHG�0HPRU\�0RGH.
F The ASCP2 processes in the ���%LW�,QWHO�%\WH�2UGHULQJ�0RGH.
F The MRLQW interrupt line X/INT-EV is used.
F The ASPC2 accesses the DPRAM in the 5HDG\�GHOD\�PRGH.
F The consistency signals are applied to the pins DIA0 and DIA1.
F The transfer in the FIFO is made in the %ORFNHG�0RGH.

F 256 Kbyte RAM for system control-, application-, data blocks and variables.
F 512 Kbyte Flash for program and parameter binary file(128K for parameters).
F 16 Kbyte DPRAM for inputs, outputs, and diagnosis of slaves.

F The Profibus signals can be wired according to Chapter 9.1.

���� &RQVLVWHQF\�&RQWURO

The consistency control controls the access to the DPRAM from the one side (CPU and ASPC2 (master)) as well as
from the other side (host).  Normally, the other side respectively is retarded only for a short time with ready delay by the
DPRAM when the same address is accessed simultaneously.
If the data (inputs and outputs of the slaves up to FIFO size (58/122)) is to be transmitted consistently, the ASIC, on the
master-side, can activate the RDCONS, WRCONS signals for the consistency control during access through entries in
the request blocks for consistency control.

On the host-side, corresponding signals are needed, in order to set the consistency control for reading or writing.
Thus, through the control, the other side respectively can be locked out when required through hardware from accesssing
entire memory areas by withholding Ready.

���� &RPPHQWV

F $OO�GDWD�ZKLFK�WKH�$63&��DFFHVVHV�KDV�WR�EH�ORFDWHG�LQ�WKH��0%�UDQJH�
• Parameter data of COM PROFIBUS V *.*
• DP RAM for inputs/outputs, and diagnoses of the slaves
• Layer2 data blocks for transmission
• System control block and application blocks have to be located in a 64Kbyte segment, in addition.
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�� 3URILEXV�,QWHUIDFH

���� :LULQJ�([DPSOH�56����,QWHUIDFH

The data is transmitted in the operating mode RS485 (RS485 physics).  The figure below shows the possible wiring for
Profibus.  The PROFIBUS interface is usually executed as a 9-pole SUB D female socket.
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���� 3LQ�$VVLJQPHQW

Pin 1 - free
Pin 2 - free
Pin 3 – B-Line
Pin 4 - Request to Send (RTS)
Pin 5 - Gound 5V �0��
Pin 6 - Potential 5V �IORDWLQJ�3��
Pin 7 - free
Pin 8 – A-Line
Pin 9 - free

The line shield is to be connected to the socket housing.
The free pins are used optionally in the EN 50 170 and should, if the user uses them, correspond to this description.

$77(17,21�
The designations $ and %�of the lines on the socket correspond to the designations in the RS485 standard, and not to the
pin designation of driver ICs.
The line length from the driver to the socket is to be kept as short as possible.

���� &RQQHFWRUV

Siemens offers connectors that make it possible to connect terminators.

When using the higher baudrates from 3 to 12 Mbaud, it is necessary to use special connectors.  These connectors
compensate for line influences regarding all possible line combinations.

2UGHU�1R� 1RWHV %DXGUDWH &RORU�RI�WKH�&RQQHFWRU�+RXVLQJ
6ES7 972 - 0BA00 - 0XA0 Without PG Conn. Up to 1.5 Mbd anthracite
6ES7 972 - 0BB00 - 0XA0 With PG Connection Up to 1.5 Mbd anthracite
6ES7 972 - 0BA10 - 0XA0 Without PG Conn. > 1.5 Mbaud anthracite
6ES7 972 - 0BB10 - 0XA0 With PG Connection > 1.5 Mbaud anthracite

���� /LQH�/HQJWK

The maximum line lengths and spur line lengths are to be implemented according to the specifications in the EN 50170,
and dependent on the baudrates. If these values are not sufficient, it is possible to use repeaters.
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��� $SSHQGL[

����� $GGUHVVHV

352),%86�1XW]HU�2UJDQLVDWLRQ
PNO
Office
Mr. Betz
Haid- und Neu- Strasse 7
76131 Karlsruhe/Germany
Tel.: (0721) 9658-590

&RQWDFW�3HUVRQV�DW�WKH�,QWHUIDFH�&HQWHU�LQ�*HUPDQ\

Siemens AG
Dept: A&D SE E32
Mr. Putschky
Würzburgerstr.121
90766 Fürth/Germany

email: gerd.putschky@fthw.siemens.de

Tel.: (0911) 750 - 2078
Fax:  (0911) 750 - 2100
Mailbox: (0911) - 737972

&RQWDFW�3HUVRQV�DW�WKH�,QWHUIDFH�&HQWHU�LQ�WKH�86$

PROFIBUS Interface Center
3000 Bill Garland Road
Johnson City, TN 37605-1255

Your Partner Ronald Mitchell
Tel.: (423) - 461 – 2032
Fax : (423) - 461 - 2174
BBS:(423) - 461 - 2751
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����� /LVW�RI�$EEUHYLDWLRQV

Most of the abbreviations used in the specification are defined in the terminology database.  Here, those abbreviations
are listed primarily that are not in the database.

APB $Splication %lock

ASPC2 $dvanced 6iemens 3ROFIBUS &ontroller �; ASIC

BM %ackground 0essages

BRCLK %audUate &OocN

DP 'istributed 3eriphery

ED (nd 'elimiter

FCS )rame &heck 6equence

FLC )ieldbus /ink &ontrol

HW +ardZare

IAR ,nterrupt $cknowledge 5egister

IMR Interrupt 0ask 5egister

IR ,nterrupt 5egister

IRR ,nterrupt 5equest 5egister

L2 /ayer � of the ISO/ OSI-7 Layer Model

L4 /ayer � of the ISO/ OSI-7 Layer Model

LAS /ist of $ctive 6tations

LSB /east 6ignificant %it

MAC 0edium $ccess &ontroller

NA 1o $ccess

NS 1ext 6tation

PA 3rocess $utomation

PRF 3arameter 5egister )ile

PROFIBUS 3URcess )LeldEXV

PS 3revious 6tation

RTS 5equest Wo 6end

SAP 6ervice $ccess 3oint

SCB 6ystem &ontrol %lock; memory area needed for the ASPC2

SC 6hort &haracter

SD 6tart 'elimiter

SDA 6end 'ata with $cknowledge

SDN 6end 'ata with Qo Acknowledge

SER-Bus VHUial communication bus

SPC 6iemens 3ROFIBUS &ontroller; ASIC

SPM 6iemens 3ROFIBUS 0ultiplexer; ASIC
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SRD 6end and 5equest 'ata with Reply

SYS-Bus parallel 6\Vtem Bus

Tn Station

TRT 7oken 5otation 7imer

TTR 7arget 5otation 7ime

TS 7his 6tation

USIF 8Ver ,nterIace
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